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The heart of the vital electrical system on modern
aircraft . . . the generator . . . above all, must
be dependable.

Small or large, d-c or a-c, low voltage or high

voltage, Westinghouse generators have extra

dependability. It is the result of more than 15

years’ experience in building engine-mounted

generators . . . wartime schedules that topped

6,000 generators a month . . . engineering and
research that produced this unchallengeable

record of generator "firsts” . . .

First to braze commutator connections on a pro-

duction basis—greatest contribution ever made
to generator dependability.

First halide-treated, high-altitude brushes— still

the only answer for long brush life.

First quick-disconnect, precision-cast steel

mounting flange with high critical frequency

and with fatigue strength greater than that

of any engine pad.

First to use chrome-silver-copper alloy commu-
tator bars—twelve times the endurance of
copper at 300° C.

First readily replaceable coupling combining a

resilient synthetic member and a friction damp-
er—amplification less than 3:1 at all frequencies.

First ventilated bearings, mounted in nitralloy

bushings, and lubricated with extreme-tem-
perature-range silicone grease.

First generator available with load-sensitive

temperature indicator.

First true “wide speed range” . . . 3,000 to 9,000

rpm . . . 300-amperegenerator below 60 pounds.

Generators are but a small part of the complete
Westinghouse line of aviation products. For

more information, ask for B-3775. Call your

local Westinghouse Electric Corporation, P. O.

Box 868, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. j-94767
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"Indispensable to the exacting assembly of

electronic instruments!"

sar the makers of the Gray RUDOGRRPH
High spillsfrom an inilrprmlrnl survey . . . pari of a continuing study by James
0. Peck Co., of assembly savings made with Phillips Screws in leading plants.

“Our major problem on th.

Audograph, an advanced elect ronii

soundwriling machine,” explainer

Gray’s chief engineer, “is assemb
ling small precision component
without disturbing line tolerance o
damaging highly finished surfaces

Phillips Screws are the surest so

lulion of that problem.

‘PRECISE ASSEMBLY EASIER WITH PHILLIPS.

be \

list rieted places and at angle

isier with Phillips Screws.

D DRIVER SLIPPAGE. ‘Skids’ wo
costly there

Tl e pel- let fit o the

;ision units and expensively finished

parts are compactly assembled. The
cost of such damage would be out of

all proportion to the cost of the
parts . . . when interruption of our
production due to disassembly and

sed head speeds finding the

thread. Operators easily position

each component precisely. Driving

sembly i figi: ed in. At s eral

. slight bun
head could disturb the precision of a
vital part. Phillips Screws remove

PHILLIPS SCREWS
Wood Screws . Machin

Us p

the possibility of such damage.

“PHILLIPS HEAD IS PART OF SMOOTH STREAM-

LINING. The neat, modern appear-

ance of the recessed head comple-
ments the ultra modern design of

the Audograph.”

YOU'LL FIND ANSWERS TO OUESTIONS about
your own assembly cos

plete report of the Audograph
assembly . . . and in other re-

t

ports, covering wood, metal and .

plastic products. . . FREE on
request. Mail the coupon

,

TODAY! J

Wood Screws . Machine Screws • Self-tapping Screws - Stove Bolts Phimpi s

0 gjgg?£

&££&S. SSfftS. TrMitch. „
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Parallel to the rapid adv£
ment in Aviation Develop!
Titeflex engineers are const;
striving to improve method
shielding all types of aircraf
gines to meet the requiremen
nigh temperature and high
tude operation. Related devi
ments for use on jet and tur

S
ower plants include flexibli

aust tubing, new types of
sure gauges, and high temperature
indicators.

TITEFLEX has devoted years
of research on the development of
aircraft ignition shielding and
related products. Today,
TITEFLEX has become a symbol
of the most advanced progress in
this highly specialized field, and
TITEFLEX shielding is specified
by most of the major airliners and
aircraft engine manufacturers.

To keep abreast of the latest
improvements, consult TITE-
FLEX when you require ij

shielding. TITEFLEX enj_

will be pleased to cooperate v.

you on your design and applica-
tion problems. Call on them for

personalized engineering service.

Titeflex, Inc.

y^lATION
WEEK
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Wire for safety with Deltabeston*

Triple-Silicone-treated aircraft wire

Even in the sub-zero cold of winter or

high-altitude flight, aircraft wiring is often

subjected to hotter-than-tropic ambient

temperatures inside the fuselage.

One sure way to protect lighting- and

power-circuit installations from failure due

to this heat is to wire with Deltabeston.

Specially made for aircraft wiring, it is

triple-silicone treated to provide flame and

heat resistance. It will withstand high am-

bient temperatures, and will continue serv-

ice at normal voltages even at operating

temperatures in excess of 150 C.

There are a number of other important

advantages when you wire with Delta-

beston. In addition to high heat and flame

resistance, triple-silicone treating results in

exceptional moisture resistance and un-

usually good protection from abrasion. It

is flexible, easily installed, and available in

sizes from 20 to 2/0.

General Electric makes a wide range of

wires and cables designed to meet specifica-

tions for every type of aircraft wiring. Full

information on all, or any part, of this high-

quality line may be obtained by writing to

Section Y98-1092, Appliance and Mer-

Company, Bridgeport 2, Connecticut.

GENERAL (§) ELECTRIC
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flu&t a. but—the forging process develops the greatest combin-

ation of physical properties (tensile and compressive strength, ductility,

impact and fatigue strength) and the greatest uniformity of quality

of any method of manufacturing metallic shapes . . . Wyman-Gordon
has pioneered in the development of intricate forgings typical of which

is the pump housing forging for a controllable-pitch aircraft propeller.

WYMAN - GORDON
Forgings of Aluminum9 Magnesium, Steel

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS, U. S. A.

HARVEY, ILLINOIS - - - DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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PATTERN FOR POLICY-Whilc President Tru-

man's big DC-6 airplane. Independence, was bringing

back his Air Policy Commission from a rapid coast-to-

coast survey of leading aircraft plants and research instal-

lations, indications are that the Commission’s findings

thus far already have been shaped into a definite pattern.

It is a pattern so well-defined, in fact, that even at the

present stage—barring unlooked-for changes—it may form

the main outline for the Commission’s report.

AIRPOWER FIRST—To be anticipated are strong

recommendations for a healthy Air Force in being; for

an aircraft industry capable of supplying replacements

to keep the force up-to-date; for an industry capable of

expanding rapidly to a much larger production capacity

if war emergency requires.

It is not believed possible that this nation, or any other

nation, can afford to support a large enough Air Force

in being to win a quick decision in World War III.

Only practical alternative appears to be a strong force

and a strong aircraft industry which can expand in an

emergency.

Commission is seeking its own formula for the volume
of military production needed. Air coordinating commis-

sion’s 1945 recommendation of 37,000,000 lb., or 3,375

planes annually is deemed inadequate in view of changed
conditions. ACC figures were intended to be revised

according to later developments, and Stanford Univer-

sity is now working on this project.

COMPETITION FOR QUALITY-Commission ap-

pears convinced that competition between aircraft

manufacturers is the only method of assuring superior

quality in U.S. Aircraft design.

Inference is that it will recommend sufficient military

aircraft appropriations to maintain two or more strong

“design teams" in each of the several specialized fields,

such as heavy bombers, fighters, pilotless aircraft.

Virtually absolute power held by the armed forces pro-

curement agencies over the financial success or failure

of individual aircraft companies is seen as not conducive

to a healthy industry.

DISPOSING OF DISPERSAL—Evidence on the

value and practicability of dispersing the aircraft industry

appears to have shown the Commission that further

dispersal would be of very little benefit.

Only effective dispersal would require a larger plan,

fanning out main population centers, suppliers and
licavv industry.

Such general dispersal is now deemed impracticable.

It is unlikely that recommendations will be made for

the dispersal of the aircraft industry.

On the other hand, positive recommendations should

be forthcoming on industrial preparedness planning.

These should lead to tangible moves to create an actual

working set-up for such concomitants of industrial pre-

paredness as stockpiles, reservoirs of machine tools and

plants readily available in time of need.

Commission appears impatient with lack of actual

progress so far toward anything more than "a plan for

a plan” of industrial mobilization.

TRANSPORT SECOND FIDDLE-Commission is

believed to consider military aviation problems as of

prime importance, transcending any transport problem.

Outlook is that the Commission regards the airmail

principle of the 1938 Civil Aeronautics Act as basically

good—if CAB can be speeded into quicker action, elim-

inating the need for retroactive pay. Existing budget

and staff makes it impossible to get fast CAB action on

economic questions involving mail pay and rates.

Recommendations for additional CAB appropriations

would not be unexpected.

On the second of the major transport issues, the chosen

instrument in overseas operations, it is likely that the

Commission will make up its own mind.

It will take into account ACC’s recommendation—

which was thumbs down—and the testimony previously

given at Congressional hearings.

It may well be that the result will be the same. The
evidence placed before Congress was not sufficient to

win approval for the proposal.

CARGO DIFFERENT—Commission recognizes a

vast potential in air cargo, and considers it a different

kind of air traffic requiring a different type of regulation.

General recommendations as to future policy, rather

than specific suggestions may be anticipated.

To what extent CAB’s action on airfreight rates may
alter Commission cargo opinion cannot be estimated.

Observers of the touchy situation existing for months
in the air cargo field feel the Board this time pulled the
rug from under the independent freight carriers.

The investigation ordered into airfreight rates is little

more than a sop, in the view of the independents.

As the President's Air Policy Commission recognizes,

the Board moves very slowly. Gloomily, independent air

freighters predict that most of them will be forced out of

business before the Board—if it sticks to past perform-

ances—could come up with an answer.

One interpretation of the Board’s action is that it con-

sidered the lowered rate applications as presenting a

narrow field of selection; whether to aid the established

airlines (which admittedly are in financial difficulties), or

to chance further injury to them—the old choice between
newcomers and those established in business. If that,

indeed, were the only choice the outcome was logical.
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NEWS DIGEST

DOMESTIC

Air-seeding of 20,000 acres of range

land north of Shoshone, Idaho with a

carload of hardy perennial Nebraska-

grown crested wheat grass, pelletized in

clay, may lead to similar air-seeding of

as many as 10,000,000 acres of range

land and in the northwest, tripling or

quadrupling the livestock feeding ca-

pacity of the land, if the experimental

project is successful.

Maj. Gen. Butler B. Miltonberger,

chief of the National Guard Bureau, an-

nounced that 80,000 Civil Air Patrol

cadets will be permitted to fly with Na-
tional Guard pilots on daytime training

flights.

FINANCIAL

All American Aviation, Inc. reports a

loss of $235,483 for the fiscal year end-

ing June 30 on a total business of ap-

proximately $1,600,000.

Trustees of Kellett Aircraft Corp. re-

port a net loss of $18,128 for the period

Oct. 18, 1946, when their trusteeship

began, to July 31 of this year. The fed-

eral court reorganization officers are con-

fident that the company can be rehabil-

itated provided additional working cap-

ital is made available soon.

Northrop Aircraft, Inc. declared a div-

idend of 25 cents per share to holders

of record Oct. 9 payable on Oct. 15.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp. reports a net

loss for six months to June 30 of $4,-

890,694 after applying a capital gain of

$6,482,488. Total sales for the first half

were $4S,597,128 and backlog stands at

$144,200,000.

FOREIGN
Transoccan Air Lines has become the

first nonscheduled operator to sign an
agreement for using Pan American Air-

ways’ GCA unit at Gander, Newfound-
land. Eight other American and foreign

trans-Atlantic lines have completed 1,-

500 GCA landings at Gander without

accident in the past nine months.

International Veterans Airlines, using

a four-engine Boeing 314 flying boat,

has completed the first of several con-

tract flights between Southampton, Eng-
land, and New York. Initial trip carried

52 passengers.

British European Airways is reducing

its staff by one-third, laying off over

2,000 employees, because of Great Brit-

ain's economic crisis. The dismissals

coincided with a government ban on
non-essential foreign travel.
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... to the extremely close tolerances to

which every dimension is held;

... to the unique developments in heat-

treating that assure proper hardness and
proper strength of every part;

... to the extraordinary control of every
step in production.

"A-Q" Gears have solved many tough problems
where high speed, greater efficiency, compactness, light

weight and low noise level are required. They offer a
new approach in design to your engineers faced with
problems ofincreased speed or longer life.

Regardless of your requirements in quality gears, the
two large plants of Foote Bros, have the facilities to pro-

duce them, backed by nearly a century of experience.

FGDTKMOS.
'BaZ&i. "BdtSiv Seam

FOOTE BROS. GEAR AND MACHINE CORPORATION
Dept. AVN, 4545 South Western Boulevard. Chicago 9, Illinois

Three bulletins on Foote Bros, products are
now available. They are:

(1) "Whatever Your Needs in Gears."

(2) "Aircraft Quality Gears."

(3) "Foote Bros. Power Units."

WriteJor copies of the bulletins you desire.
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INTERNAL WRENCHING BOLTS
AND INTERNAL WRENCHING

LOCK NUTS

SOCKET SCREW PRODUCTS
FOR PRECISION AND GREAT STRENGTH
The "Unbrako" Internal Wrenching Bolt (A), the "Unbrako" 100' Flush Head
Socket Bolt (B) and the "Unbrako" Internal Wrenching Lock Nut (C)—an officially

approved safety nut—are being specified more and more by aircraft designers

and engineers because they meet the high degree of accuracy, tensile and other

stringent requirements of the Aviation Industry. The Internal Wrenching feature

of these "Unbrako" Socket Screw Products facilitates compact designs, thus

saving material, weight and space.

Write tor your copy of the "Unbrako" Catalog of Socket Screw Products

OVER 44 YEARS IN BUSINESS

STANDARD PRESSED STEEL CO.
JENKINTOWN. PENNA, BOX tfll • BRANCHES. BOSTON • CHICAGO - DETROIT • INDIANAPOLIS ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO
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TAKE KEY AIR FORCE POSTS—The following generals were shifted to key jobs in the latest reorganization of the independent Air

Force's high command: (left to right) General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, second in command of the Air Force as vice chief of staff; Lieut.

Gen. Lauris Norstad, new deputy chief of staff for operations; Lieut. Gen. Nathan Twining, Alaskan theater commander in charge of all

air, amry and navy units in the Alaskan area; Lieut. Gen Curtis E. Lemay, chief of the USAF in Europe. (USAF photos)

Air Force Streamlines Top Level

Staff; Promotes 13 Generals

Hoyt Vandenberg becomes youngest full general in

American history; Materiel Command to McNarney;

Le May, Twining go to foreign posts.

Bv HUBERT HOTZ
U. S. Air Force flexed its newly ac-

quired muscles last week with a reor-

ganization of the high command accom-
panied by the largest batch of top level

promotions since the war.

Principle effect of the top level re-

organization will be to substitute a

streamlined pyramid with the chief of

staff at its apex for the old military staff

organization that on charts looked like a

rake with the commanding general as

the handle. New organization is de-

signed to ease the traditional military

bottleneck at the top and vests more
authority and responsibility in neld

commanders and staff deputies.

Business Pattern—Pointing out that

the Air Force is a billion dollar business,

Secretary of Air Symington said that the

methods of modern business were more
applicable to many of its problems than
the routine military approach. He in-

dicated that the current reorganization

was accomplished with the assistance of

many business leaders who sewed in the

services during the war.

Among the major personnel changes:

• Gen. Joseph B. McNarney, formerly

senior air force military representative

to the United Nations, was appointed
commanding general of the Air Materiel

Command at Wright Field. McNarney
is the first full general in history to com-
mand Wright Field. Symington indi-

cated his appointment was recognition

of the increasing importance of busi-

ness logistics and research to the Air

Force. Symington characterized Mc-
Namcy as a “brilliant administrator.”

• Lieut. Gen. Hoyt S. Vandenberg was
promoted to full general and given the

post of vice chief of staff, USAF, mak-
ing him the youngest full general in

American military history. He is 48.

The promotion and his new job, which
is the No. 2 spot in the new air force

hierarchy gives him a commanding lead

over his contemporaries as a successor

to Gen. Spaatz, now chief of staff. Van-
denberg is the fourth full general in the

air force, ranking behind Spaatz, Mc-
Narney and George Kenney.
• Lieut. Gen. Nathan Twining, was
shifted from chief of the Air Materiel

Command to theater commander of the

Alaskan Theater of Operations. In his

new post he will command all Army,
Navy and Air Force units in the vital

Alaskan area.

• Maj. Gen. Lauris Norstad, will return

from the Army general staff to the Air

Force sometime before Jan. 1 and be-

come deputy chief of staff for operations

as a lieutenant general. Norstad is re-

garded as a brilliant staff officer and one

of the outstanding younger general offi-

cers in the Air Force.

• Maj. Gen. Curtis Le May was pro-

moted to lieutenant general and shifted

from staff director of research and de-

velopment to command of the Air

Force in the European Theater. He is

succeeded in the research post by Maj.
Gen. Laurence Craigie.

Air Materiel Command, which ac-

quires new stature under command of

a full general of McNamey’s caliber,

who also strengthened by the promo-
tions of Maj. Gen. Benjamin Cnidlaw,
deputy commander, to lieutenant gen-
eral; elevation of Brig. Gen. Franklin

Carroll, director of research and devel-

opment at Wright Field to major gen-

eral and boosting Col. Horace Shep-
hard, director of procurement and in-

dustrial planning, to Brigadier General.

Promotion of Maj. Gen. Edward
Rawlings the air comptroller to lieu-

tenant general also underscored the em-
phasis on business management in the

new air force since such ranks are gen-
erally reserved almost exclusively for

purely tactical posts. Symington de-

scribed Rawlings as holding the Air
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Force's purse strings.

Shift of Twining and Le May to for-

eign posts was based on their wartime
records as combat commanders and the
increasing gravity of the international

situation. The Alaskan Theater is the

only one commanded by an Air Force
officer. Creation of the new Northeast
Theater which will also be commanded
by an Air Force general, is expected to

be announced shortly. It will include

the Northeastern United States, Green-
land, Canada and Labrador and is de-

signed to become one of the two main
bastions of airpower on the Arctic

frontier.

Control Center, Pilot

Blamed in PCA Crash
A combination of control center and

pilot error were credited by Senate in-

vestigator Carl Dolan with' causing the
crash of a Pennsylvania Central Air-

lines DC-4 last June 13 on west slope

of the Blue Ridge Mountains in West
Virginia. All of the 50 persons aboard
were killed.

Dolan is the technical advisor to

Senate Owen Brewster’s (R-, Me.) avia-

tion subcommittee of the Senate Inter-

state and Foreign Commerce Com-
mittee. His report is based on CAB
hearings and investigations.

The Washington control center,

Dolan asserted, erred in permitting

pilot of the ill-fated plane to descend
to 2,500 ft. or less in territory where
the CAB requires flight to be at a

minimum of 1,000 ft. above the ter-

rain. At the scene of the accident this

would require flight at 2,600 ft. PCA
requires a 3,000 ft. minimum over the
same territory. Dolan said the pilot

erred in failing to observe both company
and CAB regulations on this score.

CAA came in for more criticism by
the Senate investigator who pointed out

that CAA weather reports gave a 600 ft.

Preparing For Hughes
Members of the Senate War

Investigating subcommittee are

priming themselves in closed ses-

sions with facts and figures about

the $30,000,000 Hughes flying

boat and the $18,000,000 Hughes
XF-1 1

photo reconnaisance plane

in anticipation of a second hear-

ing session with planemaker

Howard Hughes scheduled Nov.
17. Tire session may be moved
up. Members have indicated de-

termination that the second hear-

ing will not be the fiasco that the

first hearing this summer ad-

mittedly was, and are hopeful that

the inquiry will “settle down to

fact finding.” Subpoenas have al-

ready been issued both for Hughes
and publicity man Johnny Meyers.

Sub-committee’s grounds for

renewal of the inquiry, is stated

by sub-committee counsel Francis

Flanagan thus: "Hughes has ob-

tained about $40,000,000 in gov-

ernment funds and has given the

government nothing concrete and
serviceable in return. That justi-

fies the inquiry.”

Flanagan said the sub-com-
mittee does not plan full scale

investigations of the 61 plane

projects which Hughes has listed

involving large government expen-

ditures but producing no concrete

results. "Hughes could have listed

a thousand projects for us to in-

vestigate before proceeding with

his projects,” Flanagan said.

ceiling for Washington when it was
actually 1,600 ft. and that the CAA-
operated traffic control authority on
clearing planes was too vague to be
practical. Dolan also recommended that

CAB should clarify existing rules and
regulations to achieve a standard ap-

proach procedure common to Air Force,

Navy, CAA and foreign and domestic
airlines. He also recommended that the

CAA administrator take steps to insure

that airline maintenance inspectors be
made independent of all mechanics and
engineers in charge of maintenance so

that they will be able to exercise their

authority to ground a plane without
jeopardizing their jobs.

Alpha Crash Studies

Continued By CAB
CAB sources say the Board will con-

tinue its investigation privately for some
weeks into the crash of American Air-

lines experimental plant “Alpha” last

August. Hearing was reopened recently

after a Queens County (N. Y.) grand
jury had charged that the pilot was in-

toxicated at the time of the accident.

Sworn affidavits and direct testimony

from more than 40 witnesses at the re-

opened hearing accounted for virtually

all the pilot's day preceding the mishap
as evidence he could not possibly have

been under the influence of alcohol.

Mrs. William A. Davidson, widow of

the deceased flyer testified that when
Davidson left the house on the morning
of the crash he had $5 on his person.

When his body was recovered from the

plane his pockets contained $4.15.

Republic Executive Dies
Harrison W. Flickinger. vice presi-

dent of Republic Aviation Corp. since

1941, died last week in Mineola, L. I.

Mr. Flickinger joined Republic in 1939.

A retired lieutenant colonel in the AAF
and a pilot since 1916, he became Re-
public’s official representative in the
European theater when he went to Eng-
land late in 1942 with the first Thunder-
bolts. For the last year he represented

the company in Washington.

NEW MATERIEL LINEUP-Sliakc-up of the new U. S. Air Force high command puts the following generals in top materiel

spots. From left to right: General Joseph B. McNamcy, first full general to command the Air Materiel Command with headquarters

at Wright Field; Lieut. Gen. Howard B. Craig, deputy chief of the USAF staff for materiel in Washington; Lieut. Gen. Edwin Rawlings,

who controls the Air Force purse strings as Air Comptroller and Maj. Gen. Franklin O. Carroll, director of research and development for

the Air Materiel Command at Wright Field. (USAF photos)
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ARGENTINE JET FIGHTER
First photo of Argentina's native-designed jet fighter, the "Pulque", built at the

Aero Techo Institute, a division of the Argentine Air Force at Cordoba. The
small fighter is powered by a Rolls-Royce Derwent V engine of 3,600 lb. static

thrust, which gives it a top speed of slightly more than 500 mpli. It has a

duration of one hour and lands at about 100 mph. The A.T.I. factory is now at

work on an Argentine replica of the British Mosquito powered by Pratt & Whitney

R-2800 engines, a native version of the North American AT-6 and the “Boyero”

equivalent to a Piper Cub. Both 2- and 4-enginc transports arc being designed

(McGraw-Hill World News photo)

Sanders Aviation, Inc., Acquires

Exclusive Ercoupe Sales Rights

Deal also involves purchase of all ERCO parts, planes

and material at Riverside, Md., plant; Ryan leaves

firm for Wall Street job.

By ALEXANDER McSURELY

Exclusive international distribution

rights for the two-place two-control

Ercoupe manufactured by Engineering

& Research Corp., Riverdale, Md., have

been acquired by Sanders Aviation, Inc.,

operating at Riverdale.

Exact amount of the transaction has

not been disclosed but it was understood

to be several hundred thousand dollars.

Besides distribution rights, contract in-

volves purchase of all parts and uncom-
pleted Ercoupes and raw aircraft stock at

the plant, according to Robert Sanders,

president of the new distribution and
service organization.

New Program—As soon as the manu-
facturer sells a few completed Ercoupes

remaining at the home field a new man-
ufacturing program will be adopted by

ERCO.
It provides for ERCO to manufacture

airplanes on order from the Sanders or-

ganization, which will distribute them
through national and foreign sales or-

ganizations of distributors and dealers.

No immediate changes are planned in

the present Ercoupe distributor and

dealer organization. Several members of

the ERCO sales department along with

all members of the ERCO service de-

partment will be transferred over to

Sanders.

George Ryan, ERCO sales director,

has resigned effective Nov. 1, to accept

a position as an associate of Farrell &
Co., 52 Wall Street, New York, where

he will specialize in aviation securities.

Service Goal—Improved service to

Ercoupe customers, dealers and dis-

tributors will be a primary goal of the

new setup, Sanders told Aviation
Week. Parts stocks will be transferred

from the ERCO plant to warehouses on

ERCO field, from which they will be

made available promptly on call of dis-

tributors, and to dealers, too, if neces-

sary. Sanders hopes his distributors will

stock sufficient parts to meet their deal-

ers’ needs except in emergencies but will

endeavor to provide special service in

The new sales and service organiza-

tion will establish offices in ERCO’s
house adjoining the ERCO factory and
will have a staff of approximately 30. In

addition to the international distributor-

ship, Sanders Aviation will continue to*

hold local distributorship for Ercoupes

in the District of Columbia and State of

Virginia, which it acquired from Servair

Corp., headed by W. L. Jack Nelson,

some time ago. It also will continue to

hold the Bendix Radio distributorship

for the District and Virginia.

Former NACA Man—Robert Sanders,

head of the new organization, was as-

sociated with the National Advisory

Committee for Aeronautics Langley

Field (Va.) laboratory from 1931 to

1933. There he worked with Fred

Weick, now vice president-engineering,

ERCO, on the experimental Weick
two-control airplane W-l, forerunner of

the Ercoupe. He was employed by

Panagra in South America, from 1933

to 1936, and at ERCO from 1936 to

1940. After World War II service in

the Navy, in which he attained the rank

of Commander, he returned to ERCO
in 1946, heading the service depart-

ment. He left that position to organize

Sanders Aviation. He was one of the

two test pilots on the first Ercoupe

rototype. His brother, Richard H.
anders, former Pan American flight en-

gineer, is associated with him in the

company. They are nephews of Col.

Henry Berliner, chairman of the ERCO
board of directors.

May Distribute Others—In addition

to distribution for the two-place

Ercoupe, Sanders said, there is an under-

standing not yet formalized by contract

that Sanders Aviation will handle dis-

tribution for other airplanes which will

be produced later by ERCO. The four-

place 165 hp. Erco four, a two-control

airplane expected to make its first test

flight soon and possibly be ready for

marketing by next Spring^probably will

be the first of these. The five-place

Ercoach, a twin-engine two-control de-

sign, is a second experimental airplane

in early stage of development which

the company may eventually put into

production.

AOA to Charter Planes

If Pilot Strike Continues
American Overseas Airlines, strike-

bound for over a week, continues to

layoff personnel at LaGuardia Field. No
evidence has been seen of the ending

of the strike which was called by the

Airline Pilots Association, Sept. 30. As
the stalemate continues AOA is seeking

to charter its planes to other overseas

operators in an attempt to keep the

ships busy. In the face of lost business

and lowered income the line expects to

have to layoff the majority of its em-
ployes until the strike has reached a
settlement.

Pilots say the underlying cause of the

strike is the company’s system requiring

crews to remain on “standby” duty be-

tween scheduled flights, curtailing their

time off duty to such an extent that

safety of regular flights is affected. Pilots

refuse to return to work until this

grievance is corrected.

Company and union officials have
been meeting with Francis A. O’Neill,

Jr. of the National Mediation Board in

Washington in an effort to reach an
agreement.

The airline refused to consider pro-

posals by the pilots until the flights were
operating again.
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Flying Wing Jet Bomber Completed
Northrop YB-49 readied for

test flights at Hawthorne,

Cal.
;
most powerful plane.

Completion of the Northrop YB-49
and its approaching test flight should

provide a convincing answer to ques-

tions of American technical leadership

in aeronautics. By integrating the flying

wing with jet propulsion, Northrop and
Air Force engineers are confident that

an entirely new chapter in aircraft de-

sign and tactical planning can now be
written.

Although essentially a modification
of the XB-35, the YB-49 includes new
features which greatly enhance the
potentialities of the flying wing bomber.
Powered by eight General Electric J-35
turbojet engines producing 32,000 lb.

of static thrust, this tremendous power
pushes the top speed of the big bomber
over the 500 mph. mark. Although the
fuel consumption of these engines is

four times that of the B-35 installation,

range of the type has been cut only a
little more than half through careful

attention to additional fuel capacity in

available areas.

Power Changed—The change in power
plant from Pratt & Whitney R-4360
reciprocating engines to turbojet types

required extensive modification of the
wing center section to concentrate the
volume of the latter to the smallest pos-

sible dimension. The outboard engine
in each bank is actually located in the
outer wing panel. This latter change
required a shortening of the outboard
landing flap panel, which was com-
pensated for by a large increase in in-

board flap area.

The extensive remote control arma-
ment of the B-35 has been eliminated in

the YB-49 and only the central tail tur-

ret, mounting four ,50-cal. machine
guns, has been retained. The extensive

areas in the wing formerly occupied by
upper and lower gun turrets has been
converted to fuel stowage. Additional

fuel stowage was provided by the space
formerly occupied by the inner pair of

Wasp Major engines. Removal of for-

ward-firing armament eliminates two
gunner crew-members formerly required

for the purpose.

Air Separators—Four "air separators”

are mounted on the YB-49 trailing edge

to provide the necessary stability and
air handling qualities. The lateral area

rovided by the four propeller shaft

ousings and propellers were major

items in the basic configuration of the

XB-35 wing shape and the removal of

this area would have required a funda-

mental aerodynamic change in the

YB-49 with accompanying increased

costs. The required lateral area is pro-

vided by the four fins. Extension of the

dorsal fins to a point near the leading

edge of the wing, prevents the forma-

tion of irregular wing flow over the area

between them. The high velocity air

sheet abaft the turbojet engine banks

creates a low pressure area into which

spanwise flow might be created. The air

dams prevent the spilling of this

boundary layer air into this region and
provides a straight flow channel from
the leading edge.

Dimensions of the YB-49 remain the

same as those of the XB-35: a 172-ft.

span, and a 53-ft. length. F.inntv weight

is 88.1 00 lb. and gross weight is 209.000
lb. A new innovation in the YB-49 is

the use of an electrically operated

throttle system to control the jet en-

gines evenly and accurately.

Tests at Muroc—Following comple-
tion last week, the YB-49 was rolled

from the hangar and "laced outdoors

for final preparations. Tire port engines

had not been installed but the engines

were on hand with only a few hours

required for their installation. The sec-

ond YB-49 is nearing completion and
will ioint the prototype at Muroc Army
Air Base this fall.

First flight of the new YB-49 is

.
scheduled for the last week in October
with the takeoff from the Northrop
Field at Hawthorne, Calif.

At Muroc the YB-49 will join the two
Northrop XB-35 flying wing bombers,
tests on which have been seriously de-

layed by propeller gear box trouble.

Since the first (light of the XB-35 in the

summer of 1946 there have been 22

gear box failures in the air or on the
ground. In a recent test flight, two
gear boxes failed within 15 minutes
after the takeoff.

New Propellers—Following this latter

experience, Northrop and Air Force en-

gineers postponed the entire project

and ordered redesign of the two XB-35
prototypes as well as the 1 1

production

YB-35 bombers for single-rotation pro-

pellers. Gear box failures and the suc-

cessful completion of the jet type posed

questions concerning the advisability of

converting the remaining B-35s to jet

power. Northrop engineers point out

that the remaining planes are too far

advanced to permit this without an ex-

tensive delay in delivery. Delivery of the

new Hamilton Standard gear boxes and
propellers to Muroc will enable rapid

conversion of the two prototypes and
an early resumption of defunct test

flights.

The entire Northrop flying wing

bomber project, comprising two XB-35,
eleven YB-35 and two YB-49 types is

scheduled for completion sometime
late next year.

Decision Expected

On DC-9 Project

Final decision on whether Douglas

Aircraft Co. will build or abandon its

proposed 28-passenger two-engine DC-9
transport, is expected this week at Santa
Monica, Calif.

At Aviation Week press time, po-

tential airline customers for the plane

were believed to have reached agree-

ment on configuration and specifica-

tions. and sales representatives were
optimistic about the plane's future.

Indications are that Douglas de-

signers, in deference to airline demands
for short runway operations, will add
100 sq. ft. to the suggested DC-9 wing
surface and sacrifice their specification

of a wing having an unusuallv high (for

transports) aspeot ratio of 12.

Douglas originally contemplated wing
span of 101 ft. with a mean aero-

dynamic chord of 8.41 ft., giving a total

surface of 849,41 sq. ft. Addition of 100
ft. of wing surface would indicate a 9.4

ft. chord and aspect ratio of 10.74, still

higher than the 9.5 aspeot ratio of the

DC-4 and DC-6.
The suggested increase in wing sur-

face would reduce wing loading, at

30.000 lb. gross, from 35.7 Ib./sq. ft.,

contemplated under original Douglas
specifications, to 31.5 lbs.

Appreciable increase in gross weight
and wing loading of the transport’s final

specifications will ensue if pressurization

is required by airlines.

Douglas’ original tentative specifica-

tions gave 30.000 lb. gross for a non-
pressurized transport. Other specifica-

tions were, span 101 ft., length 70 ft.

8 in., two 1475 hp. Wright cyclone
R-1820 engines, 257 mph. cruise at
10.000 ft. on 60 percent power. 1 5.800
ft. single-engine ceiling, and absolute

range exceeding 2400 mi.
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t wo members of the Joint Congressional Aviation Policy Board are shown with two mem-
bers of their advisory council. Left to right: Rep. Carl Hinshaw, (R., Calif.) vice chair-
man; Roscoe Turner, advisory council member; Sen. Owen Brewster, (R„ Me.) chairman,
and Adm. John H. Towers, chairman of the general board to the Sccrctarv of the Navy
and member of the advisory council. (IN Photo)

LETTERS

Congress Air Group
Divides for Studies
The ten-member House-Senate Air

Policy Committee last week divided it-

self into four subcommittees to study
the many phases of its all-embracing

aviation reports. The group expects to

have the plan blueprinted by March for

implementation during the next session

of Congress.

The Congressional group will content
itself with a back-seat position to the
President’s Air Policy Commission until

the end of the year. Its four subcom-
mittees—on manufacturing, transporta-

tion, combat aviation, and government
organization—will work behind closed

doors, researching and conferring with
industry and government advisors. With
the benefit of the subcommittees' find-

ings and the recommendations of the
President’s Commission-scheduled to
terminate Dec. 31, the Congressional
committee will move to the fore after

Jan. 1, most probably having public
hearings.

The committee and its 15-member
advisory council completed ground-work
conferences on over-all foreign policy
and national defense requirements at
sessions with Secretary' of Air Stuart
Symington. Assistant Secretary’ of Navy
for Air John Nicholas Brown, and Sec-

retary of Commerce W. Avcrell Harri-
man. Previous sessions were held with
State Department advisor George Ken-
non and Secretary of Defense James For-

Kcy subcommittee on combat aircraft,

designated to draw up the national de-
fense aviation program which mav
largely determine the future of civilian

as well as military aviation, is headed by
Rep. Carl Hinshaw (R., Calif.) in addi-
tion to its primary objective of ascer-
taining combat plane requirements, the
subcommittee will delive into military
policies on research, airports, safety in-
stallations, and training.

Helicopter Damage Suit
Bell Aircraft Corp., Buffalo,

N. Y„ is named defendant in a
SI 00,000 damage suit filed in

U. S. District Court, Buffalo,
N. Y., by Mrs. Walter A. Storck,
St. Louis, executrix for the estate

of her husband, a CAA inspector
who was killed in an accident in

a Bell helicopter May 7, near
Seattle. Petition alleges "defec-
tive and inadequate assembly of
component parts,” and failure of
defendant "to make necessary
tests and inspection of the heli-

copter to discover its defects.”

Domestic Flight Engineers ?

To the Editor:

Hearings are underway on one of the
most important safety regulations in

aviation history, namely the require-

ment that flight engineers be carried on
all four engine equipment that flies for

hire. This is the culmination of long
and exhaustive study into the majority
of the airline crashes of the last year by
government agencies of civil aviation.

The Air Line Pilots Association has
recommended that a third non-pilot
member be carried on four engine air-

craft, whose primary responsibility is

the proper mechanical function of air-

craft and engines which would relieve
the pilot for the sole and complete job
of piloting the aircraft.

Modern four-engine airplanes have
acquired such a multiplicity of instru-
mentation, and complexity of opera-
tional details, structure and arrange-
ment, that the pilot's ability to focus
his attention on all of the critical in-

struments and equipment is often ex-

ceeded. This is especially true during
any adverse weather conditions or mal-
functioning of equipment.
The main details of internal combus-

tion engines, the complications of acces-
sory systems, and the increasing number
of mechanical features such as cabin
superchargers, electrical and hydraulic
control systems, heating and cooling
units, make it impossible for a pilot to
master all these sufficiently for intelli-

gent operation and at the same time
master radio range work, fly the traffic

pattern, and have intelligent receipt of
ground instructions while flying the air-

plane by use of his flight instruments.

Therefore it follows in logical order that
a competent flight engineer be present
whose sole interest is in the engines and
related equipment.

As long ago as May 20, 1947, Mr. W.
S. Dawson, then director of the Safety
Bureau of the CAB, recommended that
not only should an engineer be carried

but that all the various controls perti-

nent to his job be grouped at a panel
or station on all four-engine airplanes.

American trans-Atlantic operators
have carried flight engineers for a num-
ber of years. Domestic operators, with
a few exceptions, have been reluctant
to agree to the use of a third man, claim-
ing that the cost would be prohibitive
to economical operation. When the loss

of lives, the cost of equipment, and the
loss of revenue that accompanies a bad
crash is balanced against the salary of
the engineer it seems false economy.

Therefore the CAB, who are inter-

ested in the riding safety of the aviation
public, are going to determine whether
to make this safety recommendation a
permanent law. Whatever the outcome
it is definitely a step in the right direc-

tion by clear thinking people who
realize that the only way to keep Ameri-
can aviation foremost in the world is to
give the passenger the best and safest

ride in the world.

Glenn E. Burdick, President
Airline Flight Engineers Assn.
Local 24,200, A.F.L.
P. O. Box 41, La Guardia Airport Sta.
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Air Show Quiz
Questionnaires have been sent

out to 400 key aviation supply
and manufacturing people, for

their opinion on new dates and
conditions for holding the Na-
tional Airport Show and Institute,

following postponement from the
original plan to hold the show in

Cleveland Public Hall Nov. 4
through 7. National Aeronautic
Association and Cleveland Air
Foundation, co-sponsors, based
decision to postpone the show on
the “lag in the implementation of
the federal airport program and
the growing scarcity of construc-
tion materials.”

AVIATION CALENDAR

INDUSTRY OBSERVER

North American test pilot George Welch had a few bad moments during the
initial test flight of the USAF XP-86, swept back wing, jet-powered fighter. Ap-
proaching the end of a 50 minute flight at Muroc, Welch was unable to lower
the nose wheel for a landing. He set it down nose high. Impact of the main gear
wheels jarred the nose wheel lose in time to complete a normal landing.

Major modification of later B-36 bombers which will make the plane's six engines

and propellers tractors instead of pushers is being discussed by Air Force and Con-
vair. A new and more powerful development of the Pratt & Whitney Wasp Major
4360 engine figures in the proposed change, which is expected to increase speed
of the big bombers very materially.

Keen industry competition by as many as half-dozen companies is expected in

the bidding on a new high-horsepower elementary trainer for the Air Force. The
trainer will combine the purposes of the primary and basic trainers, starting the
novice pilot out in a more advanced plane at the beginning of flight training.

New Northrop-Air Force contract for automatic cowl-flap control system calls

for 30 hours of P-61C Black Widow ground and flight tests of two Lear, Inc., and
a Bristol Co. system. The use of thermally-controlled systems to pen and close

cowl flaps automatically, was used by Germans on Focke-Wulf fighters.

First quantity production of Westinghouse 19X2B axial flow turbojet engines

is now under way at Pratt & Whitney division. United Aircraft Corp., Conn.,
following award of sub-contract last March. Production has accelerated slowly

due to design changes and new production techniques required. Total of 130
production engines is scheduled for completion next spring, sufficient to supply

McDonnell FD-1 jet fighter squadron with service and spare engines and units

for Navy guided missile experiments. Westinghouse production is scheduled to

reach planned peak by conclusion of P & W contract.

Latest USAF attempt to draw the iron curtain of security a little tighter involves

restricting specifications of new aircraft to even feet and sloughing off the odd
inches. Engineers interested in exact specifications should interpret Air Force
press releases accordingly.

British Overseas Airways has decided not to use Avro Tudor I’s, on the North
Atlantic as reported previously in AVIATION WEEK. There is still a possibility

that BOAC may use them on Empire routes by converting to a 24 passenger version.

Sir Roy Dobson, chairman of A. V. Roe Ltd. charges that BOAC deliberately

multiplied modifications to delay putting the Tudors into service until they were
so obsolete that the purchase of American transports would be justified. BOAC
denies the charges. Full inquiry has been ordered by the Supply Ministry.

Ranger Engine Division, Fairchild, is developing a small constant speed pro-

peller under Air Force experimental contract. Fairchild pilotless plane division has

received new contracts from the Navy for additional pilotless aircraft development.

Douglas Aircraft Co. estimates it would cost 15 times as much to design and
produce the first DC-9, twin-engine transport under design study, as it cost to

produce the DC-1
,
original prototype of the Douglas transport series. Engineering

and tooling costs for the first 100 DC-9S would be 14 times the similar costs for

the first DC-3S.

Douglas also reports that while the four-engine DC-6 was priced to break even

with production of 200 airplanes, increase in costs of labor and material has raised

the price from $595,000 to around $670,000 per airplane, and there is no indica-

tion that the break-even point will be below 300 planes. With only three-fourths

of the 200 airplanes originally projected now sold, the last scheduled for delivery

next spring, Douglas estimates the company's loss at that time on that model will

be $30,000,000.

U. S. government purchases of helicopters, principally from Sikorsky, have

totalled approximately 400. Igor Sikorsky estimates that a practical helicopter of

20,000 to 25,000 lb. gross weight can now be manufactured with present engineer-

ing knowledge and proper financial backing.

Bell Aircraft Corp. now has 100 of its commercial helicopters in commercial
operations in 18 states.
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K0LLSMAN CABIN INDICATORS offer a means of increasing passenger interest

and enjoyment in their flights. These large, easily read, self-operating indicators are easily installed

and provide a continuous report of such frequently changing flight conditions as Altitude and True

Air Speed. Attractively modern in design and available in color schemes to blend with other cabin

appointments, they will add a luxury note to the aircraft.

K0LL5MRN HIRCRRFT INSTRUMENTS
PRODUCT OF

SQUARE ]] COMPANY
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ENGINEERING & PRODUCTION

TURBOPROP POWER PLANT
First photo of Rolls-Royce Trent turboprop showing gearbox installation. Trent
is development of Derwent II modified to use reduction gear and five-blade

propeller. Unit was first flown in September 1945.

Republic Ends Seabee Production

After Making 1,060 Amphibians
Negotiations under way for sale of personal plane pro-

duction rights; to continue spares for servicing.

Sims Appointed

Manager of NEPA
Fairchild Engine &- Airplane Corp.

has appointed Brig. Gen. Turner A.
Sims general manager of the NEPA
(Nuclear Energy for Propulsion of Air-

craft) project which the company is ad-

ministering at Oak Ridge. Tenn. for

the Army and Navy.
Sims until recently was executive of-

ficer to the assistant Secretary of War
for Air. A graduate of West Point and
of Brooks and Kelly Fields, he served

in many technical posts with AAF.
Capt. Frederick B. Kauffman. USN

(Ret.), will contimue as assistant gen-
eral manager of the NEPA project.
• In another recent appointment. Fair-

child named Robert B. Kinkead export

manager. Until recently in the Wash-
ington. D. C., office of Boeing Aircraft

Co.. Kinkead was with United Air Lines
until 1940. From then until 1941 he
was chief of AAF’s Press Relations unit

in Washington.

In other personnel actions:

• Canmliiir T-t.l.—Appointed Roper Lewis

assistant penernl sales manaper of Lock-
heed ^Aircraft Corp.. and has spent 13 years

After building 1060 four-place Sea-

bee amphibians. Republic Aviation

Corp., last week announced it was ter-

minating production of the airplane due
to need of all the production facilities

at the Farmingdale, L. I. plant for man-
ufacture of other types of airplanes.

Final termination announcement
came approximately 14 months after

delivery of the first production Seabee,

July 31, 1946. In 12 months, Seabee
production climbed to a peak of 12 air-

planes a day, before slackening demand
for virtually all personal airplanes, was
felt in the amphibian’s sales, and pro-

duction tapered off to complete suspen-

sion of manufacturing in July 1947.

Approximately 50 completed Seabees

remain at the Farmingdale plant, in ad-

dition to considerable stock of parts and
planes in process.

Production Rights—Mundy I. Peale,

Republic president, stated that the

company was carrying on negotiations

for sale of Seabee production rights (pre-

sumably including tooling and parts in

process) with “several interested par-

ties.” Meanwhile, for as long as is

necessary to protect Seabee owners with
service and parts. Republic will con-

tinue to produce and make available all

necessary spares and service.

Under leadership of Alfred Marchev,
then Republic president, the company
invested several million dollars in engi-

neering and supplies for the Seabee, in

addition to expending $1,500,000 for

purchase of Air Cooled Motors, Syra-

cuse, N. Y. as a source of engines for

the airplane.

Design Studies—Development of the

Seabee gave strong impetus to an engi-

neering philosophy of simplification in

design for mass production, which will

probably have a long-continuing effect

on aircraft design. However, analysis of

the Seabee’s rise and fall, indicates that

the airplane was designed for produc-

tion in quantities greatly in excess of the

size market it was able to attract. If

the overall plan, never carried out, to

make several types of personal planes in

the so-called Bee line, had been com-
pleted, the tooling for production of

large quantities of interchangeable com-
ponents and assemblies, might, eventu-

ally, have paid off.

Presumably the other aircraft for

which the Seabce's termination will

make room, are the four-engine XF-12
photo reconnaissance plane, the P-84

jet fighter now in production, and the

new XF-91 fighter in early development

stage at Republic's Farmingdale plant.
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when

precision switches

need

rubber seals...

PERBUNAX
gets the job!

The rubber that seals precision switches is vital to the
success of many electrical operations.

An excellent example of a control mechanism that re-

quires a high-quality seal for dependable operation under
a wide variety of operating conditions is the Die Cast
Enclosed Switch produced by micro switch division of
first industrial corporation. This switch is widely
used for safety, limit and other control applications on
machine tools and industrial equipment. It features rug-
gedness, light weight, compactness, high electrical ca-
pacity, reliability, ease of mounting and long operation life.

Function of the seal is to keep out moisture, dirt, oil

and dust. The effectiveness of the seal in performing this

function determines the reliability of operation of the

switch. That’s why "Micro” engineers, working with the
rubber technologists of Acushnet Process Company, se-

lected Perbunan as the logical material for this sealing

application.

Both by test and by use Perbunan proves its exceptional

ability to resist deterioration from abrasion, heat or cold,

oil or water. And a new stabilizer has been added that
keeps even delicate color shades constant...with no dis-

coloration of the fluids or materials it contacts.

If you write to our nearest address, our experts will

gladly assist on any rubber problem you have.

ENJAY COMPANY, INC., 15 West 51st
Street, New York 19. N. Y.; First

Central Tower, 106 South Main Street,

Akron 8, Ohio; 221 North LaSalle
Street, Chicago 1, Illinois; 378 Stuart
Street, Boston 17, Massachusetts.
West Coast Representatives: H. M.
Royal Inc.. 4814 Loma Vista Avenue,
Los Angeles 11, California. Warehouse
stocks in Elizabeth, New Jersey; Los
Angeles, California; Chicago, Illinois;

Akron. Ohio; and Baton Rouge,
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Shrinkage Seen in Export Business

Marshall Plan a complicat-

ing factor in world-wide

dollar shortage.

Exporters of aircraft and parts face a
possible loss of business as a result of

the dollar shortages now confronting

many countries, it is the conclusion of

the McGraw-Hill Department of Eco-
nomics, which has just completed an ex-

clusive study of U.S. export trends.

So far this year foreign shipments by
the aircraft industry have been running
at a rate of about $161,000,000 an-
nually. This is almost 40% above the

1946 pace. However, some of the in-

dustry’s best customers are among those
most hard hit by the current dollar

squeeze.

This is the case, for example, with
Britain's partners in the Empire whose
currencies are closely tied to the pound
sterling. The number one customer
for U. S. aircraft and parts this year has
been India. South Africa and Australia

also have made some good purchases.

These are all countries that have
been particularly hard hit by Britain’s

failure to maintain convertibility. The
fact that these countries hold huge ster-

ling balances in London will be an
added incentive for them to concen-

trate more of their future orders in

Britain.

Marshall Plan Effects—The same sit-

uation prevails to some extent in West-
ern Europe. Only there the Marshall
Plan adds a complicating factor. The
Netherlands and Belgium, and to a

lesser extent France and Denmark, have
been in the U. S. market for aircraft

and parts this year. As a matter of fact,

if Britain’s own modest purchases are

added, these Western European coun-

tries have received about one-fourth of

U. S. exports.

Aircraft and parts are not on the list

of priority needs set up under the Mar-

shall program. The McGraw-Hill study

points out that this does not mean that

those countries of Western Europe
which lack an adequate aircraft indus-

try will cease buying in the United

States. A sizeable portion of their buy-

ing still is expected to go for the high

quality' equipment only this country

The Marshall program will mean,

however, that American aircraft firms

may face an added obstacle in selling

to Western Europe over the next sev-

eral years. That obstacle again is a

shortage of dollar exchange. Pressure

will be on European countries to buy in

Britain and France whenever they can

locate suitable equipment.
Hemispheric Market —The largest

postwar market for aircraft and parts

continues to be found in Canada and
the countries to the South. Shipments

to the Western Hemisphere as a whole

are half again the rate of last year and

account for about 35% of the total.

Argentina has resumed its prewar posi-

tion as the heaviest buyer, followed

closely by Canada and Brazil. Mexico,

Colombia, Venezuela, and Peru have

made more modest purchases.

These countries all have been spend-

ing substantially more dollars than they

currently are earning. Canada, for ex-

ample, has been importing about twice

as much from the U. S. than it has ex-

ported. Unbalanced foreign budgets

of this type have been possible in part

because all these countries hoarded dol-

lars they earned in shipping supplies to

U. S. Exports of Aircraft, Parts and Accessories

(In millions of dollars)

1947 1946
1st six months Whole year

1938
Whole year

Total

Principal Buyers:

$80.4 $115.3 $68.2

Argentina 6.2

Brazil 6.4

Colombia, Peru, & Venezuela. 3.6 5.4 1.4

2.5

6.6 13.4 3.5

Belgium A Luxembourg 6.0 3.1 .1

Netherlands 7.0 9.5 3.3

Sweden & Norway 3.2 6.8

United Kingdom 1.2 6.1 3.9

1 4

Union of South Africa 3.0 3.9

10.3 .6

chi"‘ 5.1 4.1

the U.S. during the war. Now these

hoards are running short and the

squeeze is on to reduce imports.

Aircraft and parts are likely to be

accorded a high preference on import

lists of the countries in this hemisphere.

Moreover, in some cases financing will

be provided from sources within the

U. S. Aircraft firms therefore are likely

to experience less trouble from the

dollar shortage in this hemisphere than

in other parts of the world. Even so,

scarcity of the dollar is likely to be
something they will buck up against.

Missiles 5 Years Away
Almost any competent aircraft man-

ufacturer could today produce a sub-

sonic guided missile with a range up to

4000 miles and a speed of around 600

mph. John K. Northrop, president of

Northrop Aircraft Inc., Hawthorne,
Calif., told the President’s Air Policy

Commission last week. Northrop

pointed out, however that the problem
of accurate guidance over the greatly

increased ranges was the most serious

problem, along with ease of interception

by the enemy country. Supersonic mis-

siles are not as far advanced in develop-

ment. Northrop said that the public had

been greatly oversold on the immediate

prospect of push-button warfare, and

that even the simplest and cheapest de-

velopment program for missiles would

require at least five years before it

would be possible to make enough mis-

siles for use as effective weapons in in-

tercontinental war.

TEST-PLANT SILENCERS

Forty feet high and five feet in diameter,

these silencers muffle the roar of jet engines

tested in General Electric's River Plant at

Lynn, Mass. Without them the exhaust of

the engines in adjoining test chambers would

be audible for miles. The silencers are being

readied now for tests on new jet power

plants. (World Wide photo)
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STYLE
COMFORT

CONVENIENCE
enjfineeiee/ /o

you*- o/iecifltcationo

Designers and fabricators of

equipment for transports

built by America's top
airplane manufacturers.
Boeing • Douglas • Martin

Convair • Lockheed

• That’s a large order for the galley space of even such a modern

Air-Liner as the new Boeing Stratocruiser. Weber was given the

problem of engineering and manufacturing a galley designed to

produce 2 full meals and a snack for 80 persons without replenishment.

Weber craftsmanship produced a galley most enthusiastically received.

• Many leading airplane manufacturers and airlines are today using

Weber designed and built airplane interiors which match the latest

advancements in aircraft design. Weber executives and engineers

welcome your consultation on any particular problems for interior

fittings and arrangements for your aircraft.

WEBER SHOWCASE & FIXTURE CO., INC. • AIRCRAFT DIVISION
2001 BELGRAVE, HUNTINGTON PARK CALIFORNIA
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YOU CflNJ SELL “SECONDS”

TO THE AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
We’ve been making Tru-Lay Cable and Tru-Loc Terminals

ever since the aircraft industry began. So we’ve known

for a long time that only One Standard of Quality is

acceptable for aircraft. Cable, fittings and assemblies

must be the best possible to make. That’s the only

way we know how to make them.

DETROIT, MICHIGAN—Tru-Lay

Aircraft Cable must have strength

and fatigue resistance far beyond

the work it will have to do. Tru-

Loc Swaged Terminals must hold

beyond the breaking strength of

the cable. Factory inspection of

cables, terminals and assemblies

must prove that they atleastmeet

the rigid specifications set up by

Army, Navy and CAA.

Tru-Lay Aircraft Cable is made

in full range of sizes and construc-

tions. Tru-Loc Swaged Terminals

are made in every needed size and

type.

For complete information about

Tru-Lay Aircraft Cable or Tru-

Loc Terminals,/write our Detroit

office.

ls,iwri

6-235 General Motors Building, Detroit 2 • 695 Bryont Street, Son frontisco 7 Bridgeport, Conn.

AUTOMOTIVE AND AIRCRAFT DIVISION

AMERICAN CHAIN & CABLE

In Business for Your Safety
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Hughes XF-11 to Test Photo Plane Worth
Wright Field to take delivery on first plane designed

specifically for purpose. Features high speed.

Air Materiel Command at Wright
Field in the next few weeks will take

delivery on the Hughes XF-1 1 and the
Air Forces will have its first opportunity
to examine the full combat potential-

ities of photo-reconnaissance aircraft.

The XF-1 1 is the first designed-for-the-

purpose U. S. military photo plane, all

previous craft having been converted

cargo, bomber or fighter types with in-

herent limitations.

The XF-11 is capable of a top speed

of 420 mph., can operate at altitudes

above 40,000 ft. and has a range of

more than 5,000 mi., a superior per-

formance for an airplane with a de-

sign gross weight of 47.500 lb. and a

permissible overloaded of 58,800 lb.

This plane is actually an outgrowth

of an earlier photographic airplane de-

signed by Howard Hughes as a private

venture for possible war use.

Background—Following a survey of

existing design and plant facilities dur-

ing Aug., 1943, Col. Elliot Roosevelt

recommended the award of a contract

for the Hughes proposal in September.
This contract called for the construc-

tion of two experimental XF-11 proto-

types, one static test model and 98
production F-ll’s at a cost of $48,555,-

000 plus 4% profit—$50,497,200.
This airplane, the Hughes D-2, was

designed for Duramold construction, a

fabrication method developed by Col.
V. E. Clark (ret.), chief aeronautical

engineer of the Army during World
War I. This process was licensed to

Fairchild Engine and Airplane Corp.
early in the war and Col. Clark con-

tinued his development work at Hughes
Aircraft.

The process consists of moulding
resin-impregnated plywood with heat
and tremendous pressure (360° F. and
2-4,000 lb. per sq. in.) in heavy dies

to the desired contours and compound
curves. Although this idea is not new
(having been used by John K. Northrop
in the Lockheed Vega 1 of 1927) con-
tinuous development has increased the

strength and rigidity of this material to

a degree comparable with metal on a

weight basis.

First Model—The Hughes D-2 had
a span of 66 ft., a length of 43 ft. and
was powered by two Pratt & Whitney
R-2800 Double Wasp engines of 2,000
hp. each. The prototype was completed
in the summer of 1943 and test flown
extensively at a secret base at Harpers

x /

To provide flight test data on trim tab-operated rudders of XF-11, Howard Hughes
mounted fin and rudder on surplus Douglas A-20G and obtained invaluable directional
stability, control stick forces and rudder effectiveness research data. Horizontal surfaces
shown here are original A-20G installation.
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This view of firet Hughes XF-11 reveals full span flap panel and spoiler panels used for lateral control. Tiny ailerons at each wingtip

provide "feel” for pilot’s control wheel. Malfunctioning of eight -blade counter-revolving prop was blamed by Hughes for destruction of

plane. Large trim tab-controlled rudders and elevator reduce stick force but retain control "feel”.

Lake, a dry lake bed in the Mojave
Desert similar to Muroc Army Air Base.

On Nov. 11, 1943 during a heavy desert

storm the hanger containing the D-2
was struck by lightning and the airplane

destroyed.

Following award of the contract. Air

Materiel Command refused to permit

Hughes to build the production model
of the plane of Duramold processed

wood and ordered a complete redesign,

chief change in which was the use of

Pratt & Whitney R-4360 Wasp Major
engines of 3,000 hp, each. These
heavier engines together with a metal
structure, necessitated a considerable in-

crease in the size and weight of the

plane. The revised design has a span
of 101 ft. 5 in., a length of 65 ft. 5 in.

and a height of 23 ft. 3 in.

The original procurement delivery

date for the first prototype was May,
1945 but delays in engine deliveries,

design work and construction prevented
its completion until a year later. The
static test model (airframe without in-

stalled equipment) was delivered to

Wright Field for tests on schedule. On
V-J Day, the production contract was
cancelled and revised to specify the de-

livery of only the two prototypes plus

the static test model for a total of

$13,000,000.
Prototype Flies—The first prototype

was taken aloft on its test flight on July

7, 1946 with Howard Hughes at the
controls. During the flight the right aft

propeller reversed its pitch and the re-

sulting yaw made the airplane unman-
ageable. It crashed into a Beverly Hills

residential area with Hughes suffering

severe injuries and the airplane com-
pletely demolished. Following the crash

the power plant system was redesigned

to eliminate the eight-blade counter-

rotating propellers and substitute four-

blade single-rotation propellers.

The second prototype made its first

test flight on April 5, 1947 and re-

mained aloft with Hughes piloting for

more than one hour without incident.

Following further tests by Hughes, the

airplane will be delivered to the Air

Forces for performance testing.

The XF-11 is a twin-engine, high-

altitude photographic airplane powered
by two Pratt & Whitney R-4360 Wasp
Major engines. The first airplane

mounted R-4360-31 engines geared

1:0.425 to drive 8-blade Hamilton
Standard counter-revolving propellers.

The second XF-11 is powered by
R-4360-37 engines geared 1:0.38 to

drive single-rotation Curtiss four-blade

propellers 14 ft. 8 in. in diameter. Each
engine carries two exhaust-driven turbo-

superchargers, one mounted on each

side of the engine nacelle. Air intakes

are mounted directly below the engine,

the center portion of the intake provid-

ing air for oil cooling.

Construction Details—The wing is

built up on two spars and divided into

a center section and two outer panels,

which are removable. Pressed flange ribs

and stiffened aluminum alloy skin com-
plete the structure. Skin Covering is

Alclad 24ST and the internal structure

is 24SRT, a heat-treated aged and cold

worked aluminum alloy.

Tire 37,103 lb. empty weight of the

XF-11 was actually 1,000 lb. under its

design empty weight, one of the few
aircraft to be completed appreciably

HUGHES XF-11
Two 3,000-hp. P&W R-4360-37*

Span 101 ft. 5 in.

Length 65 ft. 5 in.

Height 23 ft. 3 in.

Empty Weight .... 37,103 lbs.

Normal Gross
Weight 47,500 lbs.

Overload Gross
Weight 58,300 lbs.

Maximum Speed
420 mph @ 30,000 ft.

Service Ceiling .... 44,800 ft.

Absolute Ceiling . . 48,000 ft.

Range 5,000 mi.

lighter than its design specifications.

The crew nacelle is mounted on the

center-section and houses the pilot and
the copilot-camera operator side-by-side

within a streamlined bubble canopy.
The entire crew cabin is pressurized for

high altitude flight. The nose contains

a transparent panel from which the
camera operator sights, while in a prone
position. Entrance to the cabin is at-

tained through a folding, retractable lad-

der extending downward from the
nacelle belly when the landing gear door

Landing gear is tricycle with the nose
gear folding directly rearward and up
into the nacelle, clam-shell doors fold-

ing to seal the opening while in flight.

The main gear units mount double
wheels and fold rearwardly and up
into the tail booms.
Control System—The empennage is

Sorted on twin monocoque booms
a single horizontal surface mounted

between the twin rudders. The rudder
and elevators arc trim tab controlled,

a system in which the pilot’s controls

are linked directly with the trim tabs,

which, in turn, control the surfaces.

Practicability of this system was deter-

mined by flight tests on a Douglas A-20
light bomber with a full scale XF-11
vertical stabilizer and rudder installed.

Lateral control is obtained by spoiler

panels located near the flap hinge line.

These panels move upward out of the
wing on the side towards which the con-
trol wheel is moved, the panels "spoil-

ing” the flow over the wing, creating

loss of lift and increase in drag on that

wing and thereby pulling it back and
down to execute the bank. Because
these panels move up substantially nor-

mal to the wind, there is little or no
system resistance back to the control

wheel. To provide this necessary con-
trol "feel”, two small conventional
ailerons are carried at the wing tips.

Purpose of the wing spoilers is to per-

mit the use of nearly full-span flaps.

This system was developed by John K.
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SKYLAC
the flying finish

that's “standard equipment"

on modern airliners

First of a series of exciting new aircraft products . . .

created to fill a long standing need . . . Monsanto's

Skylac has scored a dramatic success in the aircraft

Skylac is an aircraft finish designed for easier, safer,

more economical maintenance. It fits ideally into

maintenance and operation schedules—saves both

Here are the qualities that have put Skylac on top

with the leading airlines in the country:

flame resistance. Skylac's slow burning rate

meets the most rigid C.A.A. requirements.

versatility

.

Skylac is adaptable to both interior

and exterior surfaces.

economy. Skylac is easy to apply, covers with

fewer coats, requires less sanding.

durability. Skylac stands up longer under the

most exacting weather conditions. Pigmentation is

color-fast.

mildew protection. Skylac is protected

against mildew by a non-toxic, non-bleeding fungi-

cide.

tautness. Skylac imparts excellent tautness, un-

affected by humidity.

For complete information and technical data about

this superior flying finish, address: MONSANTO
chemical company, Merrimac Division, Boston 49,

Massachusetts. s»uc: n«. u. 8. ru. on.
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Research Review

Gyroscopic Loads on Jet Shafts

Create New Design Problems
As result of NACA studies, Air Forces has added require-

ment believed sufficient to cover future larger engines.

By ROBERT McLARREN

Northrop and first used on the P-61

Black Widow night fighter, a plane

the XF-11 resembles in genera] layout.

Flap panels extend inboard to the

booms and two large panels extend be-

tween the booms. This large flap area

permits the XF-11 to stall at only 80
mph., considered exceptional in an air-

E
lane of its size.

Hughes Flight Report—The stability

and control of the XF-11 is considered

excellent by Howard Hughes, the only

pilot who has flown the huge craft.

Concerning its handling qualities, he

says: “It flies like a P-38 and has the

best stall characteristics of any plane
I’ve flown. You get all kinds of warn-
ing. With power off, flaps and gear

down, it is impossible to stall it on
the first attempt.

“After the wheel is pulled all the way
back the nose will come up so far, then
drop slightly and pick up speed. It then
comes up again and on this second rise

you get a good, clean stall. Why it will

not stall on the first oscillation I don't

Hughes also points out that the
XF-11 is the quietest airplane he’s ever
flown and claims it has little vibration.

One of the unusual characteristics of
the first XF-11 was the fact that it flew

at zero trim on its test flight, one of
the few aircraft to achieve this fine

balance, according to Hughes. The cur-
rent XF-11 requires the use of some
"nose down” trim due to the difference

in balance occasioned by the removal
of the original heavy propeller gear
boxes and installation of the lighter nose
without a change in engine mount.
Photo Facilities—Camera equipment

aboard the XF-11 includes a wide
variety of types. In the extreme nose,
mounted vertically, either a K-17, 18,

19 or 22 may be mounted. Tin's is

essentially the same vertical view camera
with different lenses. Also mounted
vertically in the nose are two split-K-22

aerial cameras, which may be inter-

changed with K-17 types, ’also similar
except for the lenses.

'

The third camera is the famous trime-
trogen design, consisting of three K-17B
cameras, one mounted vertically, the
other two projecting outward and down-
ward on either side of the nose. To
operate this equipment, an A-2 vertical

view finder and four B-3 intervalometers
are carried. These latter are automatic
film loading camera snapping units
which are pre-set to operate the cameras
at predetermined speeds and intervals.

Camera equipment may be operated
either from the prone position in the
nose or remotely from the camera-
operator’s seat in’ the main cockpit.

To provide radio communication, a

standard SCR-522 VHF command set is

used. In addition, a liaison set. made
up of an ART-13 and a BC-348 and
antenna unit, is carried.

The high rotational speeds and long,

narrow length of turbojet engine shafts

comprise a gyroscope which, in resist-

ing maneuvers of the airplane, create

considerable internal structural loads

that must now be added to the prob-

lems of the aircraft designer.

These new internal loads can rise

to such magnitudes that failure of the

shaft results and Air Force engineers

now admit the possibility that a num-
ber of unsolved mid-air explosions and
crashes of jet fighters may be attribut-

able to shaft failures resulting from
gyroscopic loads. As a result, this fac-

tor is now a design requirement for

turbojet engines of USAF.
Resistance Formula—A rapidly-spin-

ning gyroscope tends to resist rotation

of its attitude in space. This resistance

varies with the dimensions of the disc

and its speed as follows: gyroscopic

force =
IV K* wN V
g 30 b

in which

W is the weight of the disc

K is the radius of gyration

V is the linear velocity of shaft end
b is the distance from the disc to the

shaft end
N is the disc r.p.m.

It is evident that gyroscopic force in-

creases with an increase in the disc

weight, the diameter of the disc, the
speed of the disc and the rate-of-change

of the shaft axis. This force decreases

with an increasing length of shaft,

which, in the case of a turbojet shaft,

refers to the short ends projecting for-

ward from the compressor and aft from
the turbine. In most designs this dis-

tance is extremely short.

Increasing Importance—From these

considerations it is clear that as disc size

and engine speed of turbojet engines
continue to increase, gyroscopic loads

will become increasingly important.
Assuming a pilot in a jet fighter in

steady level flight suddenly pulls back
on the control column, the turbine shaft

resists this motion and applies a down
load on the front bearing and an up
load on the rear bearing. Should either

of these bearings fail, the shaft would
risk failure through the restraint of the

remaining bearing. In addition, as the

turbojet shaft resists the motion of the

airplane nose upward it simultaneously

creates a load tending to turn the air-

plane to the right, resulting in a ide

load on the bearings and the shaft.

Pushing the control column forward

would create a gyroscopic force tending

to turn the airplane to the left.

Intensity of these forces on a given

installation varies directly with the rate-

of-change of direction of the airplane.

For example, a rapid pull-up would
create loads considerably greater than a

reasonably gentle pull-up. A jet fighter

flying at high speed cannot create high

rate-of-change motions, or angular ac-

celerations, as easily as can be created at

slower speeds due to its high kinetic

energy. For this reason, highest angular

accelerations are usually recorded in

stalled flight and the worst design con-

dition in a consideration of gyroscopic

loads is a spin at full engine thrust.

NACA Study—To determine a ra-

tional design criterion, The National

Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

examined information on the spinning

characteristics of more than 100 airplane

models and found that maximum angu-
lar accelerations as high as 7 radians per
second have been recorded, with an
average value of 3 radians per second.
These were correlated with scale tests.

As a result of these studies, the Air
Forces now specify an angular accelera-

tion of 3J radians per second in yaw for

30 seconds as a basic design require-

ment for turbojet engines. In addition,

a peak acceleration of 8 radians per sec-

ond for 2 seconds must be accommo-
dated in the design.

Air Force and industry engineers

point out that, barring an accidental

high-speed spin (such as during violent

acrobatics) existing jet fighters run only
moderate risks of turbine bearing and
shaft failures through gyroscopic forces.

However, the new requirement is de-
signed to accommodate future turbojet

engines with higher powers and larger

sizes as well as faster military aircraft.

REFERENCE
Conway, H. M.: Notes on Maximum

Airplane Angular Velocities. NACA
Wartime Report W-101.
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America's Top-Quality Airplane Tire

The speed of air travel makes wintry Northern winds
disappear and, in a matter of hours, drops the modern air-

voyager in a land of balmy breezes. The private plane owner
is interested not only in this speed, but in the safely which
assures his arrival at the desired destination. The wise pilot

who knows that the best is the least he can afford looks to

the General Airplane Tire for the extra-measure of safety,

longer service and long-run tire economy that makes for

complete peace of mind. That is why more private plane

owners than ever are specifying Generals
—"known 'round

the world for quality and safety."
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VOITAf ’ROUND THE WORLD FOR QUALITY AND SAFETY
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AVIATION ENGINEERING DATA BOOK

SHEET NUMBER

CLASSIFICATION

SUB CLASSIFICATION Combustion Symbols

Symbols for Combustion Research
These symbols have been recommended as stand- Though these symbols may not appear in curren.

ard designations in the field of combustion research. NACA literature or that in process during the sub-

Prepared by the National Advisory Committee for committee's deliberations, they will be applied to

Aeronautics’ subcommittee on combustion, they are future publications.

seen as facilitating exchange of technical information On NACA’s combustion subcommittee are per-

by providing uniform nomenclature to be used as a sonncl from Massachusetts Institute of Technology;

basis for comparison of results. Air Materiel Command; Bureau of Aeronautics;

Intended to complement other NACA lists of National Bureau of Standards; Bureau of Mines;

symbols for specialized phases of aeronautics, this NACA Cleveland Laboratory; John Hopkins Univer-

compilation maintains consistency, wherever pos- sity; Princeton University; General Electric Co.;

sible, with accepted usage in aerodynamic and Standard Oil Development Co.; and Westinghouse

thermodynamic studies. Electric Corp.

Symbol Quantity Dimensions Typical Units

A Area, cross sectional If ft.’

e Velocity of sound =vW is L/t ft./sec.

c. Specific heat at constant pressure D/PT Btu./lb. °F.

c. Specific heat at constant volume D/PT Btu./lb. °F.

C Coefficient none none

C, Concentration; mols of substance “x” per unit m/D lb. mols/ft.*

D Diameter L ft,

e Specific internal energy D/P Btu./lb.

f Fuel-air ratio none none

F Thrust; force mL/P lb.

g Standard acceleration of gravity L/P ft./sec.a

h Specific enthalpy D/P Btu./lb.

Ai Total specific enthalpy D/P Btu-/lb.

A, Specific lower heat of combustion; ideal enthalpy D/P Btu./lb.
change for ^isothermal constant-pressure corn-

phase

A, Specific enthalpy of vaporization at constant pres- D/P Btu./lb.

J Mechanical equivalent of heat none none

K Constant none none

L Length L ft.

m Mass, total m slugs

M Mach number; also molecular weight none none

p Absolute static pressure m/LP lb./ft.*

pi Absolute total pressure m/LP lb/ft.

*

q Dynamic pressure; 1/2 momentum flux per unit m/LP lb./ft.*

L -I (Concluded on page SO)
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Quantity

heat transferred by condu

Universal gas constant O/t-T

Specific entropy L:/PT

Absolute static tempc

Absolute total tempei

Specific volume

Weight flow per unit

Specific heat ratio; c„

ft.J/lb.

ft./sec.

Total pressure divided by NACA standard si

Finite change or difference

Efficiency

Static temperature divided by NACA standard :

sea-level temperature (59° F.)

Total temperature divided by NACA standard i

Wave length.

.

Absolute viscof

Frequency; .

.

SUBSCRIPTS

diffuser or duct

j jet or exhaust nozzle

si NACA standard sea-level

std standard

t total or turbine

Numerical subscripts are used to indicate positions in an apparatus, process, or cycle. When used to

cate stations in a burner, the numbers assigned'to the stations shall increase from inlet to exit.

V

w
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CK CHARLIE

YS -RULES ARE A BORE

THINK HE'LL LIVE LONG ENOUGH
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Flying Wing Has Novel Cockpit Layout
Although housed in wing-nose leading edge, cabin dis-

plays compact instrumentation and controls. Unobscured

vision insured.

Absence of space usually available

for cabins in conventional aircraft pre-

sented distinctive limitations on loca-

tion of equipment and personnel in the

Northrop B-35—a problem possibly as

serious, in its way, as the overall aero-

dynamic and structural considerations

encountered in the design of a large

Flying Wing.
Despite this, the plane’s cockpit ar-

rangement features easy readability of

instruments, convenience to controls,

and excellent flight-visibility.

Pilot and copilot are disposed at dif-

ferent levels—the pilot operates from
the overwing bubble located to left of

craft’s centerline; copilot sits below, to

right of centerline in cockpit proper,

directly behind the "greenhouse” win-

dow in the wing leading edge.

Only necessary flight instruments are

included in pilots’ vertical panel, which
ends at left side of copilot’s window.

Running aft from base of this vertical

installation is the pedestal panel separat-

ing pilot stations and carrying control

and lighting switches.

Instruments for engine and propeller

operation are separately located on the

flight engineer’s panel to rear of cockpit.

Photo shows cockpit arrangement in

second B-35. Installation is essentially

similar to that of first craft and will

probably be incorporated, with usual

minor revisions, in subsequent B-35s.

Details designated in photo are: ( 1

1

Emergency cabin air dump control, ( 2

)

pilot’s radio switch box and filter, (3)
localizer (VHF) control, (4) instru-

ment light, (5) oxygen regulator, (6)
nose wheel steering and parking brake

control handle, (7) pilot’s oxygen in-

struments, (8) pilot’s control column,

(9 ) emergency air brake control handles,

(10) pilots’ throttles, (11) copilot's

oxygen instruments, (12) magnetic

compass, (13) rudder and brake pedals,

(14) copilot’s control column, (15) suit

heater control box, (16) oxygen regu-

lator, (17) switch box and filter, (18)
pedestal switch panel, (19 and 20)
command radio receiver controls and
transmitter control box, respectively,

(21) flap control switch, (22) landing

gear control handle, (23) flight indi-

cator, (24) remote compass indicator,

(25) airspeed indicator, (26, 27 and
28) bank and turn, rate of climb, and
flight indicators, respectively, (29) alti-

meter, (30) free-air thermometer, (311
turn indicator, (32) tachometer, (33)
manifold pressure gage, (34) radio

compass indicator, (35) tachometer,

(361 localizer and glide path indicator,

(37) manifold pressure gage, and (38
and 39) rate or climb and bank and
tum indicators, respectively.

Pushbutton at upper right extremity

of copilot’s control column (upper left

on pilot’s) is for microphone control.

Behind wheel at this location is another

pushbutton, pressed when brakes are

applied, for closing circuit to solenoid

valve, allowing hydraulic pressure to

enter brake system.
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FELT SEALS RETAIN LUBRICANTS,

EXCLUDE DUST
Two Basic Types of Felt Seals, Applicable in a Wide Variety

of Designs, Solve Most Sealing and Packing Problems

The unusual and unique properties of fell make it especially

valuable in sealing and packing applications. Such uses are

increasing steadily, as more and more engineers and designers

appreciate the simplicity of application, reliability of per-

formance, and long life of felt. For any machines in which
it is necessary to retain bearing lubricants, and feed them
automatically and uniformly as needed, or from which dust,

fumes, or moisture must be excluded, felt seals and packings

merit your consideration.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The chief physical characteristics of felt that make it so highly

suitable for seals are absorption capacity, low coefficient of

friction, and resiliency. Oil absorption capacity is high, and

is largely a function of felt density. Table 1 gives the absorp-

tion values of American Felt Company’s standard S.A.E. felts

for a range of commercial grade lubricating oils. However,

any type of felt suitable for scaling purposes generally holds

enough oil to give reliable performance without attention

between major overhauls. The coefficient of friction averages

0.22 for dry felt against steel, which is reduced to 0.15 when
the felt is pre-saturated with oil of 41.2 Saybolt viscosity at

210°F. Because of its resilience, felt maintains a constant

sealing pressure regardless of wear, end-play, minor mis-

alignment or out-of-round conditions of metal shafts and

assemblies. Another important advantage of felt is that if it

should run dry as a result of operation past the time for over-

haul, it tends to polish rather than score a shaft. Under normal
bearing temperatures and speeds, felt will never fail through

aging, embrittlement, or disintegration.

TWO TYPES OF SEALS

Plain Fell Seals. These are precision-cut washers, produced

by American Felt Company, with a tolerance of .005". They
arc cut from standard types of S.A.E. Felt, and may be pre-

saturated with lubricant before assembly. The lubricant

employed is generally one higher in viscosity than that which

is to be retained. Such seals have only two limitations: they

should not be used to retain oil of extremely low viscosity, nor

to retain pressurized lubricants. For such services, the lami-

nated seal is recommended.

Laminated Felt Seals. In these, the plain felt seal is combined

with one or more impervious septums of 1/64 to 1/32 inch

sheet Hycar. The felt may be of the same density throughout,

or felt of different densities may be used on opposite sides of

a septum. Thus a laminated seal can have felt of high density

and oil retention capacity on one side, and on the other side

a lower density felt for dust exclusion. An example of this is

seen at (a) in the drawing, which shows a single-unit washer

that combines lubricant-retention, sealing, and dust-exclusion.

TABLE 1-OIL ABSORPTION CAPACITY OF SAE FELTS AT 76 F.-
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The impervious septum may also be on only one side of the

washer, as in (b ) . The multiple laminations of (c) to (e)

inclusive are further modifications, developed for progressively

more difficult mechanical sealing operations. In each case, the

impervious layer of oil-resistant llycar functions as a positive

dam against low viscosity lubricants. These seals will also

withstand a moderate amount of lubricant pressure.

IMPREGNANTS

Both plain and laminated felt seals may be impregnated with

standard grades of oils and greases, or special treatments may

be used to meet unusual conditions. For minimum friction,

micronized graphite is employed. For pressurized service, or

to exclude water or mud, impregnations of paraffin, petro-

latum, or graphite are sometimes used, as in marine stuffing

boxes and plunger valves, and in other critical sealing appli-

cations. The versatility of felt for sealing purposes is one of

its important advantages.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Both plain and laminated felt seals have a rectangular cross

section. The inside diameter of the washer is from 0.005" to

0.030" less than the outside diameter of the shaft over which

it is to fit, depending upon the type and density of the felt

specified. Thickness of the washer also

depends upon the type of felt, and increases

with shaft diameter. Some typical designs

are shown in Fig. 2.

Turned or cored housings are preferably

designed with tapering sides in the form of

an isosceles trapezoid with the sides in-

clined from 4° to 7°. This taper serves to

compress the washer radially inward, effect-

ing a constant pressure on the shaft. In the

case of exterior glands or packing plates

where the design requires that one wall be

at right angles to the shaft, the inner wall

of the housing should be inclined.

SELECTION

Felt seals, plain or laminated, are recom-

mended where operating temperatures lie

between —60° and 250°F. and where peri-

pheral shaft speeds do not exceed 2000 feet

per minute. Since felt is an engineering

material, thoroughly understood and standardized, selection

of the proper type to meet any given conditions within the

above range can be made with complete confidence. In gen-

eral. S.A.E. F-l, F-2 and F-3 felts are used for difficult oil or

grease retaining conditions, with shaft speeds over 1000 feet

per minute. S.A.E. F-5, F-6 and F-7 felts are employed for

lubricant-retaining washers at shaft speeds between 750 and

1000 feet, and also for difficult excluding conditions at speeds

over 1000 feet. S.A.E. F-10. F-ll, F-13 and F-15 felts are

suitable for lubricant retention at shaft speeds less than 750

feet per minute, and as dust-excluding washers, for shaft

speeds less than 1000 feet per minute. S.A.E. F-50 felt is

employed in precision ball bearing seals.

FORMS
American Felt Company supplies felt for seals either in roll

or sheet form, or cut into washers to your specifications. This

felt is in abundant supply, uniform in quality as to each type,

deliveries arc prompt, and in most cases the felt washers are

the lowest-cost parts of a given machine or assembly.

COLLABORATION

American Felt Company engineers will gladly collaborate

with you in such matters as design of seals and selection of

the proper type of felt. The material in this advertisement is

a condensation of data given in American Felt Company Data

Sheet No. 11, "Felt Seals, Their Design and Application.”

This contains additional technical information, such as tables

showing oil absorption capacity and dimensional tolerances

and degree of housing compression for plain and laminated

felt seals. This eight-page Data Sheet is the outstanding paper

on this subject. A copy will be sent you if you will write your

request on your letterhead.

SAE Fell Grades

merican elt
omparry'

OP
Engineering and Research Laboratories: Glenville, Conn.

PLANTS: Glenville, Conn.; Franklin, Moss.; Newburgh, N. Y.; Detroit, Mich.

SALES OFFICES: New York, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, St. Louis,
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All American Closes

Manufacturing Plant
All American Aviation, Inc., Wil-

mington, Del., has announced that it

will discontinue its sheet metal and ma-
chine shop activities, which since the

war comprised the manufacturing divi-

sion of AAA.
Robert M. Love, president, pointed

out in a letter to stockholders and em-
ployees that the manufacturing division

sustained substantial losses.

He added that All American was not

an established manufacturer prior to

the war "and faced the problem of de-

veloping an entirely new business rather

than the problem of reconversion.

"Existing contracts held by the manu-
facturing division will be completed,”

Mr. Love said, but properties and fa-

cilities for manufacture will not be dis-

posed of at present.

The company in the future will con-

centrate on its air pick-up service.

Engineering activities of All Ameri-

can Aviation, as well as the aircraft shop

at DuPont Airport, will not be affected

by the change.

GE Negotiating with Bell

For Vermont Plant
Negotiations are under way for sale

or lease of Bell Aircraft Corp’s. non-
aviation plant in Burlington, Vt., to

General Electric Co.
Operated by Bell during the war, the

Burlington plant was purchased in

1946 by the company from the War As-

sets Administration for a price of $600,-

000.

Many of its contracts have now been
completed. Production of other items

will be shifted to Bell's Niagara Falls

plant. Transfer of this additional manu-
facturing to Buffalo is expected to re-

sult in the utilization by Bell of addi-

tional space, now unused, in the Falls

While officials of Bell declined com-
ment on the negotiations at this time,

it was reported that General Electric

has sent a committee to Burlington to

make a survey of the plant.

During the war, the Burlington plant

was Bell’s Ordnance Division and it was

the company's original intention to con-

tinue in the Vermont factory produc-

tion requiring precision work.

Low Noise-Level Cabin
Announced by Martin

Vibration engineers at the Glenn L.
Martin Co., Baltimore, have lowered

the sound level within the cabin of

the Martin 2-0-2 to 70 decibels—equiv-

alent to or less than in the average

transport plane now serving the flying

public. Company claims the new twin-

engine luxury liner, in spite of greatly

increased power and speed, will offer

its passengers flying comfort never ex-

perienced by sky travelers.

As a result of research in this field, it

has been discovered that the sound level

in the 2-0-2 cabin is lower than the min-
imum customer requirement of 80 de-

For clearer comprehension of sound
level measurements, comparison of de-

cibel ratings may be made with average

decibel ratings of familiar places and
occurrences: dwellings 35 decibels; of-

fices 50 decibels; conversation 60 de-

cibels; automobile passing 70 decibels;

truck passing 84 decibels; auto horn 1 20

decibels. Therefore, the sound level in

the cabin of the 2-0-2 is very little above

that of ordinary normal speech.
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runs lower left to upper right. (Ncvin photo)

Westchester’s Airport Problem

Simplified Through Leasehold

Agreement made with operator to run field and expand

facilities after government abandoned project. County

officials, caught off guard, were unprepared to handle

operation of an airport.

By ALBERT E. SMYSER, JR.

Westchester County Airport, Rye,

N. Y., 5 miles northeast of White
Plains, was built by the Government
during the war for use of air forces

guarding the metropolitan area. When
it was abandoned in 1943—the entire

establishment was turned over to the

county. There had been no construc-

tion after runways were completed, so

the county received a practically barren

three runway "white elephant” instead

of the complete airport that had been
expected. Having no plans for or

organization capable of running such

a project, they asked that bids be sub-

mitted for an operator to lease the field

and expand its facilities.

The airport, with concrete runways,

one 5,000 ft., one 4,770 ft., and a third

4,650 ft., is now leased to the North
American Airport Corp. (owned by
Gulf Refining Co.), on a 15 year lease.

Activities—Corporation now operates

flight and ground schools serving both

private and G. I. students, maintenance

and repair shops for engines and air-

planes, distributorship for Aeronca
lightplanes, sales agency for Republic

Scabces, a plane servicing section, and
a snackbar.

Westchester tower, under CAA con-

trol, is equipped with the latest radio

aids, including complete low and med-
ium frequency receivers and VHF trans-

mitters and receivers fitted with inte-

gral warning devices to sound an alarm

in the event of equipment malfunc-

tioning.

Field management requires that all

aircraft operating from this airport pos-

sess a minimum of a serviceable radio

receiver. All trainers used by the flight

section are radio-equipped, ensuring

more orderly traffic flow under positive

tower control, and reducing the hazards

frequently found at fields where in-

structional and commercial flights are

flying similar approach patterns.

Instalment Approaches—An ILS blind

landing system has been installed and
approved by CAA, with a 1,500 ft. path

of neon lights indicating the approach

to the instrument runway. Land avail-

able for the extension of the 4,770 ft.

instrument runway will be used when
such a step appears necessary.

Present monthly plane movements
according to CAA counts are about

26,700, an increase of over 20,000 per

month since February.

Airlines’ Request—With the approval

of the instrument landing system came
bids from several major airlines for use

of the Westchester field as a provisional

airport—to be used in the event weather

conditions create hazardous traffic de-
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struction work planned consists princi-

pally of airport improvements such as

extension of runways and lengthening

the taxi ramp. Work on additional

hangars will be deferred until next

spring due to difficulties of building

during cold weather. Improvements
scheduled for existing hangar include

completion of control tower air-condi-

tioning, new shops, a restaurant, and
a recreation room.

Gulf Refining Co. is planning an
extensive installation which will in-

clude a combination automobile and
lightplane filling station. This will be
built on two levels: lower (road level)

for autos and an upper level (on taxi

ramp) where lightplancs may taxi up
for service. Total storage capacity of

aviation fuels will be 49,000 gal.

Because of the evident advantages to

the County of having all the headaches

of operating a commercial airport dele-

gated to a fixed-base operator who also

agrees to make valuable property im-

provements in form of permanent
buildings, etc., it is felt that similar

arrangements might be of interest to

other communities which have received

ready-built airports from the Goveni-

LeaseHighlights—WestchesterCounty
receives 7i percent of gross receipts, ex-

cept those from airline and charter

ticket sales and gasoline sold to sched-

uled airlines. The corporation guaran-

tees a minimum payment of $480,000.

On expiration of the agreement, the

County will receive the buildings for

cost less depreciation, calculated at 7
percent per year. Such a lease will

prevent the field from participating in

the benefits of the CAA’s national air-

port program.

FUEL PICKUP FOR NON-STOP FLIGHT
Reel and nylon rope fuel pickup system for the Piper Super- York, plan a non-stop globe-circling flight is shown during

Cruiser in which Ted Thompson and Nelson Brown, New Dayton, Ohio, tests.

lays or closed-field conditions at La-

Guardia and Newark.
American Airlines, with a ten year

sub-lease on facilities, already has com-
pleted a terminal building to care for

passengers landed at Westchester.

Other airlines have contracted fot

similar space and facilities but as yet

have not started construction of pass-

enger accommodations. (The airport

arranges for limousine service into New
York City).

Service Charges—Fees for services on
the airport are on a par with those

elsewhere in the metropolitan area.

Landing fees are charged for all com-
mercial flights and executive planes

using the port, based on gross weight

and run: $2.50 for all lightplanes; $5
for medium weight planes (Beech D-17,

18); $7 for helicopters; $10 for medium

heavy planes (Lodestars, etc.); heavy
aircraft $25 for DC-3s; $35 for DC-4s;

$40 for DC-6s and Constellations. No
charge is made for landings of private

aircraft but nominal tie-down fees are

assessed for all aircraft remaining over-

night. Reason given for high com-
mercial charges was that the manage-

ment wishes to hold the number of

unscheduled airline operations to a

minimum and avoid traffic congestion

which might interfere with future

scheduled services.

Average gasoline sales have been

about 27,000 gal. per month, most of

which was pumped into light personal

type planes. This total is expected to

increase considerably during the next

year when more multi-engine aircraft

will be operating from the field.

Improvements Planned—Future con-
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SCREW DRIVERS
• What a difference a good screw

But what makes a good screw driver . .

grip screw driver? Nickel-molybdenum
electrically heat treated to give the correct comb
toughness and hardness . . . tested hard-tempered t

cision ground and shaped to prevent "chewing” an-

age . . . easily grasped, octo-grip plastic handles, non-ro

ing and shock-proof . . . balanced design that insures deft

ness, sureness and speed under all working conditi-'—'

These are the "musts” in a really good screw driver

and they are in every Snap-on octo-grip driver you buy.

Snap-on also makes other fine screw drivers . . . more
than 75 different models, including Phillips screw drivers

in both one piece and detachable head models, Reed &
Prince drivers, offset and hammer head and spark testing

drivers ... in fact, every type of screw driver required for

fictoGrip
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Safer landings • • • • fewer delays • • • with

beam-controlled high intensity flighting

Charts show principles of Bartow Beam-Control



As president of one of the nation’s many fast growing post-

war airports, Albert H. Hunker knows that where competi-

tion is keenest three things are mighty important: high

quality products . . . dependable service . . . helpful coopera-

tion. Mr. Hunker enjoys all of these in his partnership

with Esso.

Add the “technical know-how” for which Esso is famous

and you find still another big reason why so many airport

operators from Maine to Texas prefer Esso Fuels and Lu-

bricants for fine performance. For all-important customer

satisfaction af your airport ... sell Esso Aviation Products!
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Flying Farmers Log

247 Hours Per Year
The average flying fanner flies ap-

proximately 247.2 hr. a year, or well over

the 200 hr. which analysts say is the

minimum a personal plane can be oper-

ated economically, according to a survey

compiled for the National Flying Farm-

ers Association by H. A. Graham, execu-

tive secretary.

The survey tabulated on the basis of

558 replies from 24 states to a mailing

of 2,150 questionnaires to representa-

tive members of the association showed

that for the entire group replying, the

74 aircraft accidents that had been

experienced included only one fatality

and four personal injuries in 244,590

flight hr. or 22,004,100 miles.

Average Pilot Statistics—The average

pilot among those replying is 36 years

old and has flown 439 hr. or 39,510

miles on the basis of 90 miles an hour.

He has had one accident for every 3,304

hr. of flight, or every 297,319 miles, and

has flown an average of 21.8 months.

Of the 508 airplanes owned by the

group replying, all but 48 are hangared,

while only 261 (51 percent) carry some
type of insurance.

Total costs for plane repairs amounted

to $24,839.87 with three planes dam-

aged and not repaired.

Analysis of the composite picture in-

dicates that the average farm pilot is

an older, more careful, more experienced

pilot than the usual flyer, and one who
uses his airplane on a utilitarian basis.

Survey results confirm the contentions

by various personal plane market ana-

lysts that the farm pilot is probably the

best immediate prospect for personal

plane sales. It indicates that he consid-

ers present plane insurance costs too

high, at least for his type of safe flying.

(It is understood that NFFA is studying

a new low-cost group insurance plan for

its pilots, which may meet this need.)

Plane Summary—Summary of planes

owned by farm pilots replying puts

Piper in the lead with 10’8 planes,

Aeronca second with 86 and Taylor-

craft third with 78. Other types in-

clude Cessna, 64; Ercoupe, 42; Lus-

combe, 40; Stinson, 28; Stearman, 10;

Fairchild, 9; Vultee, Culver, and Callair,

four each; Interstate, Swift, Boeing,

Navion and Funk, three each; PT-19,
Porterfield, BT-13 and Dart, two each;

and Curtis, Howard, N3N, Bellanca,

PT-26 and Ryan, one each.

Two Lear Distributors

Lear, Inc., Grand Rapids, Mich., has

announced appointment of two addi-

tional Class A aircraft radio distributors.

Flight, Inc., of Cleveland, and Gulf
Aeronautics of Dallas.

BRIEFING FOR DEALERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
HIGH ROAD TO SOUTH AMERICA—Alfredo dc Los Rios, veteran aviation

export representative who recently made probably the first 85 hp. stock model

airplane flight to South America and tour of that country, is flying back in a few

weeks, but this time he will not represent any single airplane company. His first

trip was a delivery flight of an all-metal 85 hp. Luscombe, to Sao Paulo, Brazil,

which also included demonstration flights en route. His next trip will be made in

his own airplane, a prewar Culver Cadet, standard except for an extra fuel tank

now being installed for him by Superior Aircraft at Wichita, the company which1

took over the Culver parts and incompleted planes recently. He has made arrange-

ments to represent Southwest Airmotive of Dallas on their various aviation acces-

sories and equipment, and also some non-aviation manufacturers of agricultural

machinery and power saws. During his first trip of 280 air hours, he traveled more

than 10,000 miles, he estimates, with his longest single flight of 400 miles, 200 of

which was over water between Trinidad and British Guiana. Alfredo sees a con-

siderable market for American airplanes in South America, particularly in the

ranch country, and for air taxi sendee, which is rapidly growing in Brazil and

Argentina due to the inconvenience of other methods of travel. Stinson four-place

Voyagers are being extensively used for air taxi service, he reported. South

Americans seem to prefer conventional gear lightplanes to tricycle gear planes and

some difficulty has been experienced with new American tricycle gear planes in

South American grass fields in nosewlieel and propeller breakage, due to nose-

overs, etc., he reports. Alfredo visited a number of the ranch air fields, which he

says are becoming an important feature of most of the larger ranches. His flight

included some mountain country flying around 14,000 ft. altitude and considerable

instrument flying, necessary, he said, to maintain his schedules.

FLYERS TRAVEL BY BUS-Report from Gene FryhofF, head of Missouri’s

aviation section, division of resources and development, on the Ozark Fall Revue

Air Tour, is another demonstration of weather trouble which must be overcome

before personal and business flying will have all-round utility. Some 30 planes from

Missouri, Illinois, Iowa, Kansas and Oklahoma flew into Springfield, and 16 man-

aged to make it into Branson. But the tail end of the coastal hurricane made it

necessary for the rest of the private flyers to go from Springfield, to their destina-

tion, Rockaway Beach on Lake Taney'como, by bus. And some of the pilots even

made the whole trip by auto instead of by plane. From reports, it was a good

social gathering anyway, which is the main thing as far as the tourist was con-

cerned, but it still points up pretty specifically one of the main reasons why too

many personal and business plane users sell their planes after a short period.

LODWICK EXPANDS—Albert I. Lodwick, president, has announced expan-

sion of Lodwick Aircraft Industries, Inc., Lakeland, Fla., to include facilities in

Miami and Puerto Rico. Lodwick recently took over a large war-surplus stock

formerly handled by Embry-Riddle Co. at Miami including many aircraft compo-

nents and accessories not previously in his stock. He has large stocks of war-

surplus aircraft components at Lodwick Field, at Lakeland, and other storage

facilities at San Antonio, Dallas, Los Angeles, Spokane, Columbus, O., Utica. N. Y.,

and Linden, N. J. In addition to American sales, the Lodwick enterprises are

exporting considerable quantities of the various articles to more than 20 foreign

NEW PLANE RENTAL PLAN—Robert Boyer, manager of Philadelphia Air

Service, Wings Field, Ambler, Pa., and Central Airport, Camden, N. J., is offering

a new type of airplane rental plan, which is based on the conclusion that a rental

plane which flies 3i hr. out of 24 makes money for the operator, taking into con-

sideration capital investment, maintenance, insurance, gas, storage, and the other

costs. His rental costs vary depending on the type of plane and his “stable” includes

Stinson Voyager 1 50s, Ercoupes, a Seabee, Bellanca Cruisair Sr., and Cessna 1 20s

and 140s, all equipped with radio and night flying equipment. Fuel and necessary

repairs enroute are deducted from rental costs. And if the pilot overstays, he pays a

charge of 60 to 90 cents an hour ground time depending on the plane, with no
charge for enforced layovers due to weather or maintenance.

STEADY AIRPORT EXPANSION-Probably the soundest indicator of the

long-term steady growth of aviation is the continuing expansion in the number of

airports in the (J. S. Latest CAA figures released, as of Sept. 1, showed a total of

5,418 airports, of which 2,623 are commercial (fixed base operator) fields. This is

a growth of 1,083 airports over the total for Sept. 1, 1946, and the growth in fixed

base operations accounts for a large part of tne total expansion, for 824 of the

new airports are commercial.

-ALEXANDER McSURELY
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New Taylorcraft Firm

May Stay in Alliance

Taylorcraft, Inc., now doing business

in temporary buildings alongside the

big Taylorcraft Aviation Corp. plant at

Alliance, Ohio, is likely to remain in

Alliance, despite offers from other cities

to move the plant, C. G. Taylor, presi-

dent, has indicated.

The TAC plant is now occupied by
Armour & Co., which purchased it at

bankrupt sale, but the newly organized

Taylorcraft, Inc., which purchased
other assets of the bankrupt corpora-

tion, has plans for a new pre-fabricated

all-metal factory building in the imme-
diate vicinity of the airport, if sufficient

community support is given.

New Plans—C. G. Taylor has plans
for a four-place airplane with not more
than a 125 hp. engine, which he has
designed to operate at low costs, with
slow landing speed for small fields and
farm use. He hopes it can sell for not
more than $3,500. He would like to

make it all-metal but thinks this would
be a later development after the first

models are placed on the market. He
has abandoned two experimental proto-

types, the four-place model 15, and an
all-metal two-placer his company in-

herited from its predecessor along with
the other assets purchased.

Taylor began his airplane designing

career by revamping a World War I

Curtiss JN-4 Jenny trainer. Then he
and his brother, Gordon, built a two-

place plane called the Chummy. His
brother was killed in an accident, but
C. G. Taylor went on to design the

famous Taylor cub two-placer with a

37 hp. engine. Ill health caused Taylor
to drop out of the plane making busi-

ness and one of his backers, William T.
Piper, took over and moved the plane

factory to Lockhaven, Pa., from Brad-

ford, Pa. Soon, however, C. G. was back
in business at Alliance, with the side-

by-side Taylorcraft. From a small begin-

ning the plant grew rapidly. Five years

ago. stock transactions put a new man-
agement in at Taylorcraft, many of

whose policies C.G., now on the side-

lines, opposed. He set up in the interim

a company making small electric wash-

ing machines which is still bringing him
income. Over-expansion of Taylorcraft

Aviation in the postwar lightplane boom
followed and the company went into

bankruptcy.

Company Officers—The new company
is owned principally by aircraft dealers

and distributors who bought stock in it

to put the Taylorcraft airplane back
in the market. Officers are Ben J.

Mauro, Ambridge, Pa., board chairman;

C. G. Taylor, president; O. F. Nesmith,

vice president and sales manager; Ber-

nard Kapp, secretary-treasurer.
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T his Ryan exhaust system for one

of the four engines of the Doug-
las DC-4 is typical of the stainless

steel exhaust equipment used ex-

clusively in the mighty engines of

these famous transport planes. Ap-
plications such as this, which call for

the best in both engineering and ma-
terials, provide the most torturous

test for Stainless Steel. Here, the thin

walled structure must channel the

fiery exhaust gases up to 1600°F. and
withstand frigid flight temperatures

that sometimes drop to —70° F.

The steel used for such applica-

tions must have not only high resist-

ance to corrosion, oxidation, and
cavitation but must maintain these

properties at extremely high tem-
peratures and for many hours at a

stretch. The steel also must lend it-

self readily to forming, to gas, arc

and resistance welding and other

fabricating processes. Because U S'S

Stainless Steel so admirably meets
these requirements it has for years

been used by Ryan Aeronautical

Company, as standard construction

for Douglas DC-4 exhaust systems
and for similar equipment in the new
Douglas DC-6 Airliners, C-54 Sky-

masters and other famous planes.

Our ability to furnish you with

U'S'S Stainless Steels to fully meet
the needs for critical applications

such as these, is due to two especial

assets: — a metallurgical and engi-

neering staff trained to think well

into the future; and advanced Stain-

less Steel manufacturing techniques

that have set new standards for high

quality and uniformity.

U S'S STAINLESS STEEL

UNITED STATES STEEL
CARNEGIE-IILINOIS STEEL CORPORATION, Pittsburgh & Chicago • COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY, San Fran

NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY, Pittsburgh • TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY, Blrmin;

UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY (Warehouse Distributors), Chicago UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY, t
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French Lightplane

Designs Compared
New models shown in com
tition sponsored by air a

transport

PARIS—Five new
all entered i:

place beginne

ducted by the Air \
port Ministry, offer interesti a
features for comparison study with con-

temporary American types.

Two finalists in the competition are

the NC 850, product of the nationalized

SNCA Centre factory, and the S-90,

product of the Societe Industrielle pour
L’Aeronautique (SIPA). Among other
entries were the Larivicre Al-06 pusher,
the AS-57, product of Societe des Avions
Starck, and the all-metal SO-7050, prod-
uct of SNCA Sud-Quest.

Specifications and performance:
• NC-850—Development of four-place

Chardonneret (Aviation News, Dec.

16, 1946). Welded tubing fuselage,

metal skin and fab
' '

Conventional fixed g

top speed, 105 n
l

mph.; range, 310 n
ft.

sasl
10 mi.; takeoff run, 310

,
ten of tBy end of Scpb

planes are to be b
S 5,000. All-direction visibility Ts pro-

vided by mid-wing position. Wings are

strut-braced.

• S-90—Conventional fixed gear, ply-

wood construction with low cantilever

wing using single wood spar. Fuselage

is square-sectioned. Span, 28.4 ft.;

length, 18.8 ft.: gross weight, 1,365 lb.:

top speed, 118 mph.; cruisir _
100 mph.; range, 310 mi.; fuel cc

tion, 34.5 mi./gal.
• AL-06—Metal construction, I

boom pusher, fixed tricycle g
34 ft.; length, 21 ft.; gi

'

lb.; top speed, 1 1 5 n
'

100 mph.; range, 3"

• AS-57—Conventional nxea gear

Wood and plywood construction with

low cantilever wing. Span 28.6 ft.;

length, 21 ft.; gross weight, 1.320 lb.;

top speed, 130 mph.; cruising speed,

115 mph.: range, 340 mi.; fuel con-

sumption, 25 mi./gal. takeoff run, 290
ft.

• SO-7050-All-metal low-wing, fixed

tricycle gear. Span, 30.4 ft.; length, 21.7

ft.; gross weight, 1,600 lb.; top speed.

124 mph.; cruising speed, 115 mph.;
range, 310 mi.

xed tricycle gear. Span,

ft.; gross weight, 1,485

15 mph, cruising speed,

:, 370 mi.
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The new Hansen two-way shut-off coupling

provides for easy—quick—safe connecting and
disconnecting of hydraulicand pneumatic lines.

This unique "spool type” valve coupling permits

the instant sealing of each end of the lines

immediately upon disconnection of plug from
socket. To connect, you pull back sleeve and A

merely push plug into socket—coupling is con- ^A
nected and locked—valves in socket and plug

are open, automatically permitting oil or gas

to flow freely in either direction. To disconnect,

push back sleeve — this disconnects coupling.

Socket and plug are each positively sealed,

automatically preventing loss or spillage of

fluid. Check the many advantages in time,

labor and cost savings provided in this new
Hansen two-way shut-off coupling.

'puli details in treat PPeutAc* ‘SulleicH,

Tiliite fin ifocn copy.

1786 EAST 27th STREET CLEVELAND 14, OHI



y\OW MUCH SHOULD

We suggost that you specify Hy-light Nukraft. the patontod figure

l-A-S-T-S.

Best of all. Nukraft is economical—comes cut to any size or shape,

if desired—available with or without foam rubber topper pads.

Get full facts about this miraclo light-weight cushioning matorial now.

Nul'ta^i
DEVELOPED AND PATENTED BY B. F. GOODRICH CO

MANUFACTURING CO., INC.
NUKRAFT—Shelbyville or Paulharex — Chicago
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Civil War Disrupting

Indian Air Schedules
(McGraw-Hill World News)

NEW DELHI—Indian air transport

schedules have been shot to pieces as a

result of special demands imposed by
the near civil war along the border

between Pakistan and India.

With train services disorganized and
even shut down because of marauding
bands in the Punjab the airlines have
been called into the breach, at the

expense of services in other parts of

the country.

Biggest single fleet is the 30 planes
chartered by the Pakistan government
from BOAC. These, however, are not
doing strictly refugee work but are

ferrying Pakistan government person-

nel into Karachi.

Charter for Refugees—The refugee

work, directed by the Ministry of Civil

Aviation, has fallen to the lot of the

Indian lines lead by Air-India and
Indian National Airways. Most of it

goes under the head of "charter" work
and consists of hauling wealthy hindu
and sikh families from Lahore in the

Pakistan section of the Punjab.

The following rates have been set:

Dakotas, $1.50 per mile; Wayfarers,

$1.80; Expeditors, $.90; Consula, $.82;

and Proctors, $.41.

The job is not a pleasant one, ac-

cording to air crew personnel. Hyster-

ical refugees are inclined to mob the
first available aircraft, and on at least

one occasion pilots have been forced

at gunpoint to fly to other destina-

tions to pick up persons who had not
reserved the aircraft through normal
channels.

Irish Take Delivery

On Five Constellations
LONDON—Aerlinnte Eireann, Eire’s

state-owned trans-Atlantic airline, is tak-

ing delivery of five new "Gold-Plate”
Lockheed Constellations, intended for

eventual operation on Aerlinnte’s service

from Shannon to Boston and New
York. This is not scheduled to start

until next spring’s upswing in traffic,

so the planes will be used meanwhile
on the Dublin-London service of Aer
Lingus, Aerlinnte’s European-route

partner.

Beginning early part of this month,
this operation will mark the first time
the Constellation has been used for

such a short haul. Vickers Vikings now
are on the route, but it is expected the

use of the larger planes will give the

Irish operators good firsthand expe-

rience in preparation for the trans-

Atlantic. Aerlinnte’s pilots and crews

have been undergoing training in the

British Jet Family Gets New Member
Napier Naiad unveiled at

Radlett show: other equip-

ment displayed.

(McGraw-Hill World News)

LONDON—An addition to Britain’s

array of jet engines, the Napier Naiad,
an axial-flow turboprop, was shown for

the first time at the Radlett exhibition

of the Society of British Aircraft Con-
structors. It is the company’s first

venture into the gas turbine field.

About all that can be reported on
this design is that it is a 1,500-hp.

straight-through type of very conven-
tional layout, with five combustion
chambers and air intake through a

hollow-ducted propeller-sliaft. Maxi-
mum diameter is only 28 inches. The
Naiad has been mentioned as an al-

ternate power unit for the “Ambas-
sador” (which could take four of this

design in place of its two Centaurus)

and Napier says it is under considera-

tion for several other planes as well.

The engine will make its first test

flights soon in the nose of a Lincoln,

and later will be fitted in the two out-

board nacelles of some other plane.

(Napier is no longer engaged in de-

veloping a jet design called the

"Nymph,” as was announced some
time ago by the ministry of supply).

New Accessories—More than 1 80 sup-

pliers participated in the engine and
accessories part of the show. Chief
among the auxiliary equipment dis-

played were three new designs of auto-

matic pilots, two new automatic radio

direction finders, a new single-channel

VHF radio-telephone, and modifica-

tions of well-known radio navigational

Smiths Aircraft Instruments ex-

hibited for the first time in any detail

its all-electric pilot (which had been
hinted at in the Paris air show last

fall). This pilot operates on the rate

principle instead of the conventional

displacement basis, and features inter-

changeable gyros and servos, with ad-

justments for each type of aircraft

through a standard junction box.

Sperry Gyroscope Co. Ltd. displayed

an extremely lightweight "pilot aid”

operating on a pneumatic system driven

off the low-pressure side of the engine.

Weighing only 17.5 lb. including the

directional gyro with which most light-

planes are already equipped, the

"pilot-aid” is intended to serve par-

ticularly the operators of personal and
executive-transport aircraft. Its design

makes use of miniature electric motors

based on a German type used in the

V-2 flying bombs, and employs only

pitch and turn controls, with electric

pickoffs such that displacement is pro-

portional to the amount of current flow-

ing.

Miles aircraft showed its "co-pilot”

for light aircraft, which employs a
photo-electric pickoff and operates

about all three axes.

Direction-Finders—Marconi, and Gen-
eral Electric Company (England) Ltd.,

both displayed new automatic radio-

direction-finder designs: Marconi’s was
the more finished and compact, with

a spherical loop only 6-inches in di-

ameter, a total weight including the

loop of 35 lb., and having a frequency

range from 1 50 to 2000 kc. G.E.'s ver-

sion, made by its Salford Electrical

Instruments Division, is a design per-

fected for the R.A.F., and makes use

of a new shape of loop aerial, a flat-

tened packet about the size of a
medium-length novel, which can be
accommodated in a shallow blistor or in

a flattened torpedo housing much more
compact than conventional designs.

Frequency range is 150 to 1500 kc.

For the small plane, anticipating an
early-future requirement that all such
aircraft be equipped with R/T in order

to take off, G.E.C. has developed a

miniature single-channel VHF trans-

mitter-receiver which weighs only 81
lb., fits standard racks, measures 8 in.

by 4 in. by 91 in., and permits two-way
communication on any one of the civil

aviation frequencies in the 118.1-131.9

me. band, as well as providing inter-
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NOW! Three new Whiz Aviation Chemicals

to reduce man-hours!

The latest additions to the famous Whiz Line!

They step up efficiency; cut down man-hours!

Don’t waste time scraping

grease! Wash it away the

Whiz way—with Ten-Ten

Concentrate. For engine

parts, landing gears, wheel

wells, tools, pumps . . .

bleaches hangar floors and

ramps, too. Simply dilute as

directed, apply with brush

or spray, wash it away with

Throw away your scrapers

and wire brushes! Clean

metal parts the modern way
—just immerse them. Cleans

off carbon, grease, sludge,

varnish. Strips off paint, en-

amel, and chromates. When
you have a carburetor, fuel

pump, piston, or cylinder to

clean

—

Immersit!

WHIZ
Immersit

WHIZ
Fast Acting Paint Stripper

Here’s the easyway to remove paint from all metal

surfaces. Skip the sanding and scraping. Strip it

off with Whiz! It’s water rinsable . . . leaves the

surface ready for re-painting or polishing. Non-

inflammable. Won't corrode aluminum. Conforms

with AAF Spec. «I4119B, Amend. 1. It’s a Whiz!

Kvery item in the complete Whiz Line of aviation chemicals is

specially engineered to meet aviation needs. Let us show you

how Whiz products will save man-hours for you. Distribu-

tors in every territory are prepared to give prompt service.

R. M. Hollingshead Corporation, Camden, New Jersey

;

Toronto, Canada.

DISTRIBUTED BY

in Offices: Teterboro, N. J.

inches: Chicago; Los Angeles; C

onto; Kansas Cily, Mo.

iation Supply Corporation
in Office: Atlanta, Go.

inches; Orlando, Hialeah, Tarnf

arlotte, Nashville

The S. A. Long Company, Inc.

Supply Division, Incorporated

Main Office: Robertson, Mo.
Branches: Oklahoma City, Memphis

Branches: Teterboro, N. J.

North Grafton, Mass.

Western Aero Supply Com|

LER FRANCHISES IN SOME TERRITORIES ARE OPEN. YOUR INQUIRY IS
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NEW AVIATION PRODUCTS
Portable Aircraft Starting Unit

Compact, portable power unit for

aircraft starting is latest offering of

Pacific Airmotive Corp., 2940 N. Holly-

wood Way, Burbank. Cal. Provided is

standby power as well as necessary heavy

starting current. Construction is of

welded structural steel, and cabinet is

sheet metal. Large rubber-tired casters

(two fixed, one swivel) give easy port-

ability. Unit contains shock-mounted
gasoline engine driven generator rated

at 70 amp. capacity, and four heavy
duty 6v. batteries are included with
cable and plug.

Defoga Canopies, Windshields

Unit for installation in aircraft to

defog canopies, windshields, astro-

domes, and windows has been developed

by Dynamic Air Engineering, Inc., 1619
S. Alameda St., Los Angeles 21. Com-
bining high pressure axial flow blower
and heater in single compact assembly,
typical model is No. 2236 (see photo)
which delivers 60 cfm. at 2 in. static

standard AN beads. Temperature rise

with incoming air of 70 deg. F. is 68
deg. F. Weight is 4i lb., overall length

9 in., and overall dia. 4i in. Current
required is 46 amp., 27v. d.c. Contained
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in junction box are radio interference

filter and safety overheat terminals as

well as power terminals. Defoggers may
be used independently or connected to a

duct system.

Power Cable Extender Reel

Easy extension of power outlets in

hangars and on ramps is made possible

with new portable cable reel marketed

by McColpin-Christic Corp., 4922
S'. Figueroa St, Los Angeles. It will

handle up to 325 ft. of 15-in, dia. cable,

weighing approximately 700 lb., or cor-

respondingly greater lengths of smaller

cable. Free end of cable carries male
plug for attachment to electricity source.

A female connection—carried within

reel's large hub and protected from
weather—is easily reached, hence cable

need be unreeled only as far as required

to reach a given load plug. Cart is

equipped with extendable loop-end tow-
ing bar, drum brake, and also wheel
brake to prevent movement after posi-

tioning.

Linear Acceleration Transmitter

Remote indication of linear accelera-

tion is transmitted by new Autoflight
unit made by G. M. Giannini & Co,
Pasadena 1, Calif. Featuring light

weight, small size, rugged construction,

and high electrical output, instrument

is specifically intended for use with
guided missiles and radio-controlled air-

craft. With unit being designed to give

a linear signal proportional to longi-

tudinal acceleration, there has been a

stress on high insensitivity to quadrature

accelerations. Mass weight is magnet-

ically damped so that optimum per-

formance is obtained regardless of tem-
perature or altitude. Ranges vary up
to plus-minus 25 G. with higher ranges

feasible through special construction.

Resistances run from 100 to 20,000
ohms. Weight is 6 oz, while length is

6i in. and dia. li in. Company has

another version of unit—maximum in-

dicating accelerometer—which can be
expelled from aircraft or missile, recov-

ered, read, reset, and used again.

Shock Strut Pressure Gage

Improved shock strut gaging device

is now being marketed in commercial

aviation field by A. Schrader's Son, Div.

of Scovill Mfg. Co, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Incorporating additional refinements to

instrument developed during war with

cooperation of Armed Forces, new gage
provides range from 0 to 1,500 psi. for

job of safely inflating, deflating, and
gaging pressure of landing gear cylinders

and accumulators.

Information Tips
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t-helicopter teams which will

provide a rescue service for any spot on earth

are one of the goals of the Air Force.

The need was dramatically demon-

strated recently when die Air Rescue Service

of the Air Transport Command transported

helicopters in Fairchild’s Flying Boxcars to

the jungles of Nicaragua. Crew members of a

Flying Fortress lost in the almost impene-

trable jungle were located and transported to

safety by this efficient team.

The C-82 Packet, widi its huge unob-

structed cargo capacity and its range can also

serve the nation in peacetime as a fast, versa-

tile “plane of mercy”, flying in and out of

short airstrips wherever die emergency needs

of floods, hurricanes and other disasters re-

quire. Together with a helicopter which can

hover like a humming bird over impassable

terrain, they make an unbeatable team that

offers welcome protection to civil and military

aviation all over the world.

Fairchild iiircraft
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AIR TRANSPORT
CAB Orders Cargo Rate Probe

But Refuses to Suspend Tariffs

Board’s action is severe jolt to independent carriers and

forwarders; certificated lines now in position to domi-

nate airfreight field.

By CHARLES ADAMS

The certificated airlines' drive for

leadership in airfreight reached the

threshold of success early this month
when CAB tactily approved their latest

slash in rates over the bitter opposition

of the independent all-cargo carriers and
the freight forwarders.

Both the forwarders and independ-

ents were numbed by the vigor of the

Board’s order refusing to suspend the

new tariffs of American Airlines, United
Air Lines and Capital Airlines (PCA),
which range down to 12 cents a ton

mile. The exemption which last spring

accorded a number of all-cargo lines

common carrier rights pending determi-

nation of their certificate applications

was not a guarantee of protection

against competition, CAB declared.

Investigation Ordered—While refus-

ing to suspend the certificated airlines’

latest freight rates, CAB ordered a

probe of the tariffs filed by all parties,

stating that "little rationality underlies

their construction” and adding that

“their relationship to costs seems re-

mote." Along with the American.
United and PCA Tariffs, the Board will

investigate those filed by Slick Airways,

the Flying Tiger Line, Air Cargo Trans-
port Corp., California Eastern Airways,

Willis Air Service, Mutual Aviation,

Globe Freight Airlines, and other all-

cargo operators.

The uncertificated carriers had
claimed that the certificated airlines'

new tariffs, which became effective last

week, permitted unfair competition by
roviding service below cost with the

elp of mail subsidies. CAB admitted
there is little evidence available con-
cerning the costs of the certificated

lines’ cargo service, but it attacked as

"wholly unsound” the argument that

the regular carriers’ new freight tariffs

are supported by mail pay.

No Subsidy Seen—CAB said that

American and United, the chief com-
petitors of the larger all-cargo carriers,

receive no subsidy in carrying mail at

45 cents a ton mile. “Admittedly 45
cents a ton mile for the carriage of

mail is higher than 12 cents a ton mile

for cargo. But mail is not cargo; its

carriage demands safeguarding and spe-

cial handling. The 45 cent rate is ap-

plicable not only to the large volume
of mail carried between New York and
Los Angeles but also to the few pounds
picked up in Des Moines and delivered

to Cheyenne or Salt Lake City.”

Slick Airways’ offer to carry mail at

18 cents a ton mile (Aviation Week,
Sept. 22) is "merely an unanalyzed

gesture having no relationship to costs

and intended simply to confuse this

proceeding,” CAB declared. “No ac-

tion taken by the Board places subsidy

by the U. S. Treasury behind this effort

of the certificated carriers to meet the

competition of uncertificated lines.”

Study Underway—CAB said its staff

has been conferring with the certifi-

cated carriers on accounting procedures
which will clearly segregate costs and
profits or losses attributable to cargo

operations.

The Board appeared little concerned

by the statements of several all-cargo

carriers that the certificated lines’ 12

cents a ton mile rates would drive the

independents out of business in six

months. CAB indicated that the cer-

tificated carriers’ latest cut was merely

in retaliation for prior rate slashes by
the independents, “and to restrain the

former from resorting to the same tac-

tics (used by the all-cargo lines) would
hardly be justice.”

Freight Volume Soars—Meanwhile,
freight volume on the certificated air-

lines is soaring spectacularly. During
the first six months of this year, the

regular carriers flew 12,599,748 ton

miles, up 223 percent over the same
1946 period. The six members of the

Independent Airfreight Association-

Slick. U. S., Willis, the Flying Tigers,

California Eastern and Flamingo—ac-

counted for 19,269,000 ton miles in

the first half of 1947.

Observers now believe that the cer-

tificated lines may fly over 22,000,000
ton miles of freight in the second half

of 1947 as a result of the rate cuts.

United Air Lines showed huge cargo

gains when it, together with 18 other

certificated companies, dropped rates

25 percent on Aug. 1. UAL freight

volume increased from 573,000 ton

miles in July to 740,000 ton miles in

August and a record 1,024,000 ton

miles in September. With a further

rate reduction of 33 percent this month.
United Air Lines expects additional

sharp gains in business during the re-

mainder of the current year.
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4 WAYS
TO CUT COSTS

WITH WALKER-TURNER
FLEXIBLE SHAFTING

H SIMPLIFY: Flexible shafting, properly designed, is

simpler and less expensive than gearing, universal

ioints, belts, and other mechanical couplings, particu-

larly where shafts are at an angle or where vibration,

thermal expansion or relative movement are problems.

WALKER-TURNER COMPANY, INC., Plainfield, N. J

EjalKei^
Turner! FLEXIBLE SHAFTING

DIFFICULT

FASTENING JOBS

DILL S&%u

Triple Duty Fastener

RIVET • ANCHOR NUT • SCREW LOCK

Blind or Visible Attachment

Used by the Millions

For Hundreds of Uses-

Drill ONE Hole

Insert LOK-SKRU

! Riveted securely *
by drawing sleeve

against inner side of

metal with special

power or hand tool. /"u'\

I Attachment fastened

by screw locked in

anchor nut.

,
THE DILL MANUFACTURING CO.

FACTORY BRANCH
90 East 82nd St. 1 Oil S. Flower St.

CLEVELAND, OHIO LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

THE AVIATION STANDARD
/ SCREW LOCKING ANCHOR NUT USES

/
yyi AND METAL TO METAL RIVETING ,
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Trippe, Roig Decry

Unsound Competition
Too much competition from both

U. S. carriers and an increasing number
of foreign flag operators—made possible

by ill-considered CAB decisions—is Slip-

ping the strength of this country’s over-

seas airlines in the opinion of Pan

American Airways President Juan

Trippe and Pan American-Grace Air-

ways President Harold J. Roig.

Testifying before the President's Air

Policy Commission prior to its trans-

continental tour of aircraft plants and
research facilities last week Trippe and

Roig saw an urgent need for CAB to

review its handiwork in setting up the

U. S. International route pattern. They
declared flatly that the Board had failed

to prevent uneconomic duplication of

service in overseas air transportation.

Community Company—Trippe said

Pan American adheres to the view that

this country's best interest would be

served by concentrating its effort behind

a single American international opera-

tion—a community company. He de-

clared there soon will be at least 10

airline across the North Atlantic, 25 to

Latin America and 5 across the Pacific

competing for a volume of business

which is less than one-sixth of the traffic

handled by domestic operators.

Mistakes made by CAB in applying

the Civil Aeronautics Act have made
U. S. air transport “sick”. Trippe as-

serted. “The industry’s credit—its life

blood—is ebbing away. Commercial
and investment bankers, even the in-

vesting public itself, are aware of the

industry's fundamental weaknesses and
have lost confidence. Tire hope that

everything will somehow right itself if

only a moratorium on new' routes is de-

clared is utterly rain.

Asks Thorough Review—“Nothing less

than a thorough-going review and re-

construction of routes and systems will

do the job. The industry's credit will

not be restored by the government’s
making loans which private capital re-

gards as a bad risk. Neither can this

industry hope to survive as a private en-

terprise on the basis of operating govern-
ment-owned aircraft made to govern-

ment specifications and doled out by
some government planning agency.”

The PAA executive called for expan-

sion of government programs of basic

research and powerplant and military

transport development, with procure-

ment and ownership of civil aircraft left

in private hands. He said adequate gov-

ernment programs for installing domes-
tic airport and air navigation facilities

should get top prioritv in federal ex-

penditures. adding that an appropriate

part of the funds being made available

to foreign countries for reconstruction

should be earmarked for air aids.

Service Suspension—Trippe said that

pending a readjustment of routes and
systems, suspension of service is neces-

sary on all links authorized to U. S. car-

riers but not yet activated. If U. S. do-

mestic carriers are to continue operating

abroad, PAA. in the interest of fair

play and sound economic planning,

must have commensurate domestic

routes, he declared.

Both Roig and Trippe denied Braniff

Airways’ charges that they had shown
a lack of willingness to make available

to other certificated U. S. carriers air-

port and navigational facilities in Latin

America which had been built with

taxpayers’ money. Roig placed before

the Commission Panagra’s petition to

GAB asking for suspension or substantial

amendment of Braniff's Latin Ameri-

can route certificate (Aviation Week,
Oct. 6).

The PAA and Panagra executives

criticized CAB’s delays in rate making.

They also asked for a study of whether

the 'military air transport services are

draining civilian business which should

be carried by the commercial airlines.

UAL Shifts Personnel
United Air Lines soon will establish

general headquarters for its operating

and passenger service departments at

Denver, and about 1 80 of the carrier’s

2,630 Chicago employes and 70 of its

2,745 San Francisco personnel will be
moved to the new location when ade-

quate office and housing facilities are

available. Executive offices of the com-
pany will remain in Chicago, and UAL
will continue to maintain its Western
regional headquarters at San Francisco.

FIving Tigers Report
Deficit in Fiscal Year
Rate svars which forced cargo tariffs

down to unprofitable levels in the last

half of 1946 were largely responsible

for the Flying Tiger Line's net loss of

$778,129 during the fiscal year ended

June 30, according to the carrier’s an-

nual report. Total operating revenue

was $4,725,544.
'

The company flew 6.438,381 ton

miles of cargo domestically in the 12-

month period, while a subsidiary, Flying

Tiger Transport, Inc., operated 5,594,-

053 passenger miles, making contract

trips within the U. S. and to Rome,
Athens. Oslo and Paris. Under a con-

tract with the Air Transport Command,
the Tigers operated 111,432,167 passen-

ger miles and 30,354,471 cargo ton

miles through the Pacific area between

Jnn. 12 and July 31, 1947, without acci-

dent. Unless extended again, the con-

tract will end Dec. 1.

Domestic airfreight operations were

held to a minimum during the first six

months of this year, but were increased

recently with the acquisition of com-
mon carrier privileges from CAB. In

contrast to the domestic cargo operation,

both the ATC contract and Flying

Tiger transport flights have been profit-

able, and President Robert W. Prescott

predicted the company would be in the

black for the last half of 1947. Present

equipment includes two C-54s. 14

C-47s and three Budd Conestogas.

CAL Radar-Equipped
Continental Air Lines’ entire trans-

port fleet has been equipped with the

Hughes terrain clearance indicator.
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Carmichael Elected

President of PCA
A long-expected change in the man-

agement of Capital Airlines (PCA) took

place early this month with the resigna-

tion of President C. Bedell Monro and
the election of J. H. Carmichael, for-

merly executive vice president, as his

successor.

J. C. Carmichael

Designation of Carmichael, who
joined PCA's predecessor company as

a pilot in 1934, was a surprise in view
of the opposition to Monro by financial

interests. Carmichael, in accepting the

presidency of the company, made it

plain to the board of directors that he
had "full faith” in Monro’s policies.

There is considerable belief in some
quarters that another shakcup in top

executive personnel is likely if PCA
shows signs of undergoing a repetition

of last rail and winter's financial re-

Remains a Director—Monro, who
headed PCA for 11 years, also sub-

mitted his resignation as director of the

company, but it was not accepted. Si-

multaneously, the existing executive

committee of the board of directors sub-

mitted their resignations, and a new
committee was elected consisting of

Carmichael, J. C. Herbert Bryant, Alex-

andria, Va.; Dewey F. Grucnhagen, vice

president of Investor’s Syndicate, Inc.,

Minneapolis; George R. Hann, presi-

dent, Pittsburgh Business Properties,

Pittsburgh; and Charles H. Murchison,

PCA general counsel.

Carmichael told the directors that

he would be extremely hesitant to take

over the presidency without Monro’s
continued presence on the board. He
also stated that he would not accept

the post without the full support of all

the financial interests involved or with-

out complete authority as president and
chief executive officer.

Statement to Employees—In his resig-

nation statement to PCA employees,

Monro pointed out the "grave differ-

ences of opinion” among outside finan-

cial interests on whether to continue
their support of the existing manage-
ment. He expressed complete confi-

dence in his successor, noting that the

reconstitution of the executive commit-
tee and the election of Murchison as a
director and member of the committee

C. Bedell Monro

were in accordance with Carmichael's

recommendations.

Other personnel developments:

Nonscheds Receive

New CAB Warning
Sixty-five uncertificated airlines op-

erating as irregular carriers under the

nonscheduled exemption (section 292.1

of the Economic Regulations) will have

their letters of registration suspended

this week unless they file appropriate

tariffs with CAB and otherwise comply
with requirements of the Civil Aero-

nautics Act.

The Board’s action followed closely

its decision to participate in New York
court proceedings involving alleged cut-

throat practices on the New York-San

Juan route (Aviation Week, Oct. 6)
and left little doubt that the crackdown
on nonscheduled lines for loose operat-

ing practices is at hand. CAB said the

uncertificated carriers’ failure to file and
observe tariffs has created unsound eco-

nomic conditions and contributed to un-

fair and destructive practices in air trans-

portation. Some of the lines also have
failed to furnish the board with periodic

operational reports required under sec-

tion 292.1.

Plea Denied—Meanwhile, CAB has

refused to extend for another six months
the exemption which permitted irregu-

lar carriers to fly passengers to foreign

points. Trans-Caribbean Air Cargo Lines

and Transocean Air Lines had protested

provisions of section 292.1 which ban-

ned nonscheduled foreign transporta-

tion of persons after Sept. 10.

The nonscheduled passenger-carrying

lines received a verbal slap from CAB
this month when the Board, in a cargo

tariff order, referred to them as “jitney”

services providing little public benefit

but “inevitable hazards.”
The courts also were cracking down,

with Trans-Pacific Airlines, an uncerti-

ficated company in Hawaii, suspending
some operations as a result of an injunc-

tion obtained by Hawaiian Airlines, the
territory’s only certificated service. A
similar injunction against "illegal sched-

uled flights” previously was obtained
against an unccrtificatcd Alaskan opera-

tor (Aviation Week, Sept. 15).

CNAC Granted Rights

For Trans-Pacific Run
China National Aviation Corp. has

been granted a foreign air carrier per-

mit authorizing service between Shang-
hai and San Francisco via Honolulu.

CAB approved the operation in ac-

cordance with the bilateral air trans-

port agreement between the U. S. and
China.

The Chinese government owns 80
percent of the carrier’s outstanding

stock, and the remainder is held by Pan
American Airways. CNAC flew more
than 107 million passenger miles last

year over Oriental routes.
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The strenuous schedule maintained during the recent

Empire tour of a Vickers Viking included a number of

outstanding individual flights. Many were over open water

and off the usual air-line routes—an indication of the con-

fidence inspired by the Viking’s standard of performance.

The total distance flown was 40,000 miles, including 11,000

miles of demonstration

flights. Although a

complement of spares was

carried, the flight was

trouble free.

AIRCRAFT SECTION OUSE, BROADWAY, LONDON, ENGLAND

SHIPBUILDERS * ENGINEERS * AIRCRAFT CONSTRUCTORS
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Air France Inaugurates
Sleeper Flights to Paris

Another luxury air service for the
well-heeled trans-Atlantic traveler was
to become available this week with
France inaugurating all-sleeper, nonstop
Constellation flights between New York
and Paris.

The extra-fare trips will be flown on
a onee-wceklv basis and will supplement
the carrier's regular trans-Atlantic Con-
stellation service, which is operated four
times weekly. Only IS passengers will
be accommodated in the sleeper plane.
To the regular one-way fare of $545,
$125 for a single berth’and $150 for a
double will be added.

Leaving New York at 7 PM on Tues-
days, the "Golden Comets” will ar-

rive in Paris before noon the next day,
"with breakfast in bed available to late

risers.” Two stewards and a stewardess
will be carried on the sleeper planes.

Pan American Airways last month in-

augurated the first nonstop sleeper serv -

ice between New York and London
with new-type Constellations carrying

34 passengers- IS in berths and 16 in

reclining chairs. PAA also asks $125
above the regular S325 New York-Lon-
don one-way fare for sleeper accom-
modations but lets two passengers sleep

in its lower berths at no extra charge.

Meanwhile, Sabena (Belgian Airlines I

was prepared to start DC-6 sleeper serv-

ice Oct. 11 between New York and

Brussels, with an extra charge of $115

for an upper and $130 for a lower berth

CAB SCHEDULE

Joint Terminal Setup
Criticized by Patterson
The airlines' joint terminal opera-

tion at Willow Run Airport, Detroit,

THE H. I. THOMPSON CO.

Refrasil our 2000° F. insulating

material has been specified for

the tail cones and tail pipes of

the General Electric TG-180
turbojets which power the new
YB-49 Northrop Flying Wing.

Refrasil blankets, complete with

foil, mesh reinforcement and fit-

tings, are prefabricated on forms

Sn our plant and are delivered

finished and ready to install.

Ease of installation, removal or

replaccment arc added advan-

tages of Thompson prefabricated

Refrasil blankets.

Refrasil is also supplied in

bait, cloth, sleeving, cordage and

Information and samples

of Refrasil on request.

is "a complete flop", and similar lack

of success logically may be expected in

all such enterprises, in the opinion of

United Air Lines President W. A. Pat-

Thc setup hasn't saved money and is

costing as much or more than when the

individual carriers took care of their own
ramp needs, Patterson said. He added

that service is "indifferent .

Underlying causes of the failure, the

UAL executive declared, arc the wiping

out of competition and the fact that

employes have no opportunity for ad-

vancement in working for the terminal

company. Chicago and Southern Air

Lines had announced plans to with-

draw from the joint operation but later

decided to give the service more time

to prove itself.

Mail Volume Increases

Under Five-Cent Rate
First year of five-ccnt domestic air-

mail has brought an average gain of 33

percent over the letter volume of Sep-

tember, 1946, the last month under the

wartime eight-cent rate, according to

Postmaster General Robert E. Hanne-
gan. Average volume in the past year

has been about 6,500,000 lb. a month,
compared with 4,888,195 lb. in Sep-

tember, 1946.

Sharp reductions in overseas rates last

Nov. 1 resulted in a 75 percent increase

in average monthly volume in the first

half of 1947. Overseas mail load was
202,438 lb. in October, 1946, the last

month under rates ranging from 15 to

70 cents a half ounce, while during the

first half of this year—with a maximum
rate of 25 cents a half ounce-average

monthly loads were 354,525 lb.

PAA'S ‘INFANSEAT
Mothers traveling oil Pan American Airways’

Latin American Division with children from

a few weeks to 2 years of age can obtain

specially-designed scats which give their tots

freedom to kick and stretch. Known as the

“Infanseat,” the lightweight plywood carrier

weighs only 3 lb. and was designed by a

pediatrician to support the infant’s head and

back properly. A baby can lie in the In-

fanscat on his mother’s lap.
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For

AIRFRAMES

VALVE PUSH RODS

FUEL INJECTOR
SYSTEMS

OIL BREATHER
LINES

HYDRAULIC LINES

When a mill produces tubing to exact-

ing aircraft specifications—as Superior

does — tubing that you flare, bend,

machine, weld, cut to length, etc., the

tubing must be right for your partic-

ular purpose.

QUALITY CONTROL starts in Superior’s

Metallurgical Laboratory with raw
material inspection and goes right

to finish inspection.

TUBE COMPANY
2030 Germantown Avenue

SHORTLINES

American — On Nov. 1 5 will offer

sleeper service on east and west bound
runs of its daily coast-to-coast Mercury
flight. The DC-6s will be combination
planes with seats available to passengers

not desiring berths.

American Overseas—’ 1 liree suits to-

taling $300,000 have been filed in

Brooklyn, N. Y„ Federal Court against

the U. S. Government in behalf of wid-

ows of crew members killed in the crash

of an AOA DC-4 at Steplienville, New-
foundland, Oct. 3, 1946. The Govern-
ment in charged with negligence in fail-

ing to provide beacons, markers or sig-

nals as safeguards against the dangers

of the terrain. The plane struck a hill in

darkness shortly after takeoff.

Chicago & Southern — Reports net
profit of $3,918 in August. Company
states seat-mile costs have been cut from
around five cents last fall to a low of

3.55 cents during August.

Eastern—Has applied to CAB for

authorization to extend its route 10
northwestward from the present inter-

mediate point, Evansville, Ind„ to the

terminal point Minneapolis/St. Paul,

via St. Louis, Mo.; Decatur, Springfield,

Bloomington and Peoria, 111.; Burling-

ton, Davenport, Iowa City, Cedar Rap-
ids, Clinton, Dubuque and Waterloo,
la.; and Rochester. Minn. EAL also

asked an extension from Chicago to

Minncapolis/St. Paul via Milwaukee,
Rockford, 111., and Rochester, Minn.
Mid-Continent—Reports net profit of

$43,973 in August compared with $37,-

504 in the same month last year. Ad-
justments downward in previous months'
depreciation and other expenses, com-
bined with August earnings, give the

carrier a $39,607 net profit for the first

eight months of 1947. August operat-

ing revenues were up 8 percent over

July and 26 percent above August last

year, while revenue passenger miles

gained 17 percent over August, 1946.
Northeast—Plans to hold a special

meeting of stockholders Oct. 20 to act

on authorization to issue 85.000 shares

of no-par preferred stock. Proceeds of

the new issue may be used in part for

payment of NEA notes totaling about
$900,000 held by Atlas Corp.
Pan American—Was slated to increase

its round-the-world service to two
flights weekly early this month.
TWA—Reports passenger load factors

in the first three weeks of Sep-

tember averaged about 77 percent, well

above the estimated 64 percent break-

even point. . . . Carrier reports com-
plaints drooped from 3.5 per 1,000 pas-

sengers in the first eight months of 1946
to 2.8 in the same 1947 period.

HAPPIER
LANDINGS
IN CHICAGO

AT

ON

Chicago's New

PUBLIC AIRPORT
35 Minutes from the Loop

CHICAGO ORCHARD
(Douglas)

Includes:

9 Four 6000-foot Concrete Runways

• CAA Control Tower

(Orchard Tower 332 KC)

• The Best Runway Lighting

—

Approach Lights

—

• Weather Facilities

-CAA APPROVED REPAIR STA-
TION NO. 3712

-RADIO REPAIR
Bendix products
Aircraft Radio Corp. V. H. F.

—HELICOPTER Maintenance

-HANGAR SERVICE

-COMPLETE Line of SHELL prod-

—STATION WAGON SERVICE to

and from Downtown

Phone— CHICAGO
NEWCASTLE 4311

A collect call or wire will

alert us for any special needs.

SKYMOTM VE
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'STOCK LISTI,

"AN'AIRCRAFT HARDWARE
t ...by the Carton. ..or the Carload

Avenue, Compton, Califo

V ~ ' ...standard AN BOLTS
**

NUTS • SCREWS • FITTINGS

^ Rivets • Pins • Pulleys • Cable

^ Accessories • Washers • Spacers •

Bearings • Hose • Hose Clamps

r
* DZUS Fasteners

IN A COMPLETE RANGE OF SIZES

All doubly-inspected to AN specifications.

If you don't see it here, ask for itl Your

A order gets immediate attention, the same

day we receive it...whether it's a carton

wk or a carload . . . via Air, Rail or Motor

Truck, as you specify. Special Jet Products

or machined parts are a specialty with us.

' Send for New Stock List

IATA General Session

Starts in Petropolis

(McGraw-Hill World News)

PETROPOLIS, Brazil -Air trans-

port executives from all over the world

have gathered at this mountain city for

International Air Transport Association

meetings expected to run through most

of October.

About 300 representatives of the 63
member companies and of IATA’s own
administration were to attend the ses-

sions at fabulous Hotel Ouitandinha,

which in August and early September

housed the conference of American for-

eign ministers. Many of the aviation

men booked rooms in Rio. where the

executive committee and lceal commit-

tees met at the Hotel Copacabana Pal-

ace on Rio’s most beautiful beach, some
40 miles from here.

Representatives from IATA’s three

zones, consolidated from nine previous

regions, will confer regionally and then

collectively duriny the sessions. The
global division under the new setup:

I—Western Hemisphere and adjacent

islands, including the Hawiians, Mid-
way and Palmyra.

II—Europe (including adjacent is-

lands and Russia-in-Eurone), Middle
East including Iran, and Africa.

III—Asia. Australia, and Pacific Is-

lands not in Group I.

Cost analysis experts began their

talks late last month, their goal global

airline rates related reasonably to ex-

nense of efficient operation. Traffic con-

ferences of the three zones also began
sessions early, studying rates and sched-

ules, conditions of traffic and matters

relating to travel agencies. Joint meet-

ings of the three traffic groups have

IATA’s third annual general meeting

is set for Oct. 1 4-1 8 at the Ouitandinha.

Dr. f. Benito Ribeiro Dantas. president

of the Brazilian airline. Cruzeiro Do
Sul, is to assume the presidency, replac-

ing Dr. Hafez Afifi Pasha of the

Egyptian line. MISR.
Reports by Sir William P. Hildred,

director general of IATA. and by finan-

cial, legal, technical and traffic commit-
tees are scheduled. There will be dis-

cussions of the Warsaw convention,

which deals with the carrier’s liability

toward passengers and shippers.

The meeting probablv will accept

some new members, particularly Italian

airlines ineligible until the recent sign-

ing of the Italian peace treaty. It also

probably will examine proposals to

amend the articles of association to

take in charter lines and other non-
scheduled carriers as associate members.

All sessions are private except open-

ing and closing sessions of the general

meeting.
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MMM Couplings

Standard for

CRITICAL INSTALLATION

MARMAN HIGH TEMPERA-
TURE MANIFOLD
COUPLINGS

• Positive joint seal at high
temperature.

• Vented coupling remains

at Vi manifold temperature.

• Same coupling fits either

•••. " 'a n machined or rolled flanges.

. Clamp band and retainer

insert of stainless steel.

MARMAN
V-BAND COUPLINGS

• Even axial pressure for

effective seal at wide
temperature range.

• Continuous or split ring

for easy installation.

• Stainless steel-handles

high pressures with
low weight.

MARMAN CHANNEL
BAND COUPLINGS

• Especially suited to air

conditioning ducts.

• Available with asbestos

lining or rubber sleeves.

• Stainless steel or aluminurr

• Supplied in complete

circular couplings,

segmented sections and
in odd shapes.

Young
OIL TEMPERATURE REGULATORS

FOR PERSONAL AIRPLANES

• Keeping pace with the denaands of the constantly

changing pic:ture in aviation. Young Engine):rs have

established ai reputation as a isource for spec!ially de-

signed aeronlautical heat transfer equipment. Typical

are the two new, exceptionally efficient, low.-cost oil

temperature regulators, above. Mite-size, but mighty

able, they aire designed and ,engineered for special-

ized applicaition. Here again, care in planning and

procedure p;ays off in maximum efficiency . . . per-

formance pius . . . longer li:fe. Refer your cooling

problems to Young Engineersi today.

Young
HEAT TRANSFER

PRODUCTS
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YOUNG RADIATOR CO.

Dept. 297-K Racine. Wis.. U. S. A.
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CP-450EA Pneumatic Riveting-Dimpling Machine assures precision

coin dimpling of magnesium and the harder aluminum alloys. Deflec-

tion plate and adjustable coining ram pressure device (exclusive with

Chicago Pneumatic) assure positive control of pressures between

dimpling dies, irrespective of any line pressure variations.

This improved, electrically controlled machine eliminates cracked

dimples . . . controls flushness to plus or minus .001" . . . and assures

accurate nesting of dimples.

PNEUMATIC TOOLS • AIR COMPRESSORS • ELECTRIC TOOLS • DIESEL ENGINES
ROCK DRILLS • HYDRAULIC TOOLS • VACUUM PUMPS • AVIATION ACCESSORIES
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EDITORIAL
Production Freedom for Military Contractors

Aircraft engine and propeller engineers will gather this

week at Wright Field with representatives of Army and

Navy in a meeting which will not get attention it deserves

because of the complicated nature of the subject: stand-

ardization of parts and materials.

The meeting, however, is of utmost importance to en-

gine manufacturers, primarily, and to all aviation, sec-

ondarily. It brings to the fore again the old matter of the

extent to which government should exercise control over

the work of a company doing business with it.

The situation, briefly, is this: In an entirely under-

standable zeal to obtain the best possible item, the pur-

chasing agencies of the government lay down rigid re-

quirements to which an item must conform. In addition

to prescribing performance and reliable standards that

must be met by the finished article, the government goes

into the innards of the engine or propeller, for example,

and insists that the smallest part must conform to stand-

ards of material, size, strength, etc., that presumably have

been tested and found satisfactory.

Through the years, these requirements have multi-

plied, and multiplied again. The engine technical com-

mittee of the Aircraft Industries Association now says that

with each military engine contract goes 5,100 pages of

specification material. In 1937, ten years ago, there were

1,200 pages. Twenty years ago, in 1927, less than 100

pages were required.

Military specifications stem from any one or all of

seven scries of standards: Federal, joint Army and Navy,

Army, Navy, Army and Navy Aeronautical, Air Forces

and Bureau of Aeronautics. In theory, use of these stand-

ards as prescribed is optional, only provided that the

applicable government standard is not readily available.

In practice, according to AIA, engine manufacturers are

being required to justify “with supporting evidence of its

suitability,” the application of an industry specification

wherever a similar military specification exists.

The industry’s position in respect to these military

standards is that they are largely unnecessary, confusing,

and costly. Assume an engine manufacturer is given a

contract to develop, then build, a certain engine. It is sup-

posed to meet certain performance guarantees. Obvi-

ously, if it docs and is accepted after service testing, the

material and parts in the engine are reliable and satisfac-

tory'. Under the present system, the manufacturer is

required to design and build that engine to meet certain

performance requirements. But he has no control over

the materials and parts he uses which will given him the

end result. He must use those parts and materials which

are specified and which have been proven in the past in

connection, perhaps, with entirely different engines.

Often, the manufacturer knows from his own experi-

ence that the use of a part made to his own company
standard, or a standard generally in use throughout the

industry, is as safe and reliable as a part made to a mili-

tary standard—and it is likely to be less costly because it

is more generally available and is produced in greater

quantity than the similar military standard part.

In essence, the manufacturers' contention is that if

they are to be charged with the responsibility for the per-

formance of the engine, they must have control over

what goes into it. The Aeronautical Board, the joint

Army-Navy agency which sets procurement policies, has

served notice on manufacturers that, while they must

use military standard parts, "satisfactory operation of

equipment, procured under any standards, is the respon-

sibility of the contractor.”

There is a further extension of this responsibility

aspect. The manufdfcturer’s stake in his product is not

finished with its acceptance by the Army or Nary. As

long as that product is used, his reputation is involved.

Under the present system of government-prescribed

standard parts, the manufacturer’s product may be serv-

iced in the field with parts produced by a variety of

suppliers, as long as they meet a particular military stand-

ard. For any of several reasons, these suppliers may be

given permission to produce parts varying slightly from

the standards. These variations may or may not affect the

performance of the engine or propeller.

The industry sums up its case in these words:

“The engine industry freely recognizes the sendees’

responsibility and duty to set forth its requirements per-

taining to performance, durability' and the co-function-

ing of related equipment, but industry believes that it is

incorrect in principle for the services to prescribe the

materials, the design and arrangement of the parts, and

the manufacturing processes which must be employed in

meeting those requirements. Before it is acceptable to the

services, the aircraft engine must be designed and de-

veloped to pass rigid performance, qualification and ac-

ceptance tests. After it is delivered, industry is held

responsible for the satisfactory operation of the engine

in service. In accepting these responsibilities, industry

must have the freedom of preparing its own specifications

for materials and the freedom of designing and manufac-

turing the parts as its best judgment dictates. Secondarily,

it has the particular training and experience. This is the

only way it can be accomplished effectively and eco-

nomically.”

It appears to be a strong case.
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They All Choose Du Pont "LUCITE'

. . . for Vision, Service, Safely

BEECH "BONANZA"

CULVER "MODEL
V'

FUNK "F-2-B"

GLOBE'SWIFT'

MEYERS "MAC
125"

pipersupercruiseR"

repubuc'seabee'

RYAN "NAVION'

I
n rapidly increasing numbers, plane manufacturers are selecting

Du Pont “Lucite” for their transparent enclosures.

“Lucite” acrylic resin is crystal-clear, long-lasting, and shatter-

resistant. “Lucite” transmits over 90% of light rays, and one-piece

construction of “Lucite” will eliminate blind spots.

During the war, every major type of combat aircraft used

“Lucite” in one or more applications. Today, its proven advan-
tages help make better planes. Yet “Lucite” costs even less, in

medium and greater thicknesses, than other plastics sometimes
used. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Room 2210. Plastics

Department, Arlington, New Jersey.



ENGINEERED SYSTEMS

AND

PRECISION PRODUCTS

FOR AIRCRAFT

At the Baltimore plant of The Glenn L. Martin Company, a General Electric

Service Engineer and a Martin representative inspect the new G-E high-

tension ignition system on a 2-0-2. This system, revised from the warplane

version, will be used on many of the new airline planes. Northwest Airlines

has requested it for the 2-0- 2s they propose to fly. It will also be used on

many of the Martin 3-0-3s, the twin-engine cabin-pressurized airliner soon to

enter service.

This ignition system, used on Pratt & Whitney engines in such planes as

the C-46 and the P-47 during the war, has been modified for the new R-2800CA

engine powering the 2-0-2. Its long service record, plus the fact that it re-

quires little or no maintenance between engine overhaul periods, made it a

logical choice for commercial planes.

Our Aviation Divisions are prepared to supply many types of engineered

systems and precision products for aircraft. Lightweight, carefully designed

and manufactured to meet specialized aircraft requirements, our power

systems, motors, control, turbosuperchargers, and jet engines, as well as all

types of instruments, may well fit into your plans. Simply contact the nearest

G-E office. Our Specialists will be glad to work with you. Aviation Divisions,

General Electric Company, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
821-8


